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Lively Tilt in Legislature Over
ALDRICH BILL IS
WASHINGTON VIEW Ohio Unanimous For Her Favorite TRUE SITUATION
Report of Contest in Jessamine
MADE TARGET OF
THAT BRYAN MAKES Son—Taft Wins Four to One Every REVOLVES ROUND
County—No Change in Deadlock. IN UPPER HOUSE
TAFT INEVITABLE County, Where Contest is Offered. COUNTY UNIT LAW
House
Senatorial Contest is Complica• ODD ROMANCE OF
Senate Bill to Republicans and Democrats
Democrat Leader's Remarks Supreme Court Upholds Taft
With
Free Citizens From Double
ted
Assail it and it Will Be
Committee in Cuyahoga Counon Recent Message Compel
AFFINITY
AGENT
Fight
by
Beckham.
Taxation—
Blue
Grass
Made
in
Delayed.
ty, and no Fight
Republican Support.
Bill.
Cleveland.
LEARNED
AT
LAST
Revolt Against Him More ExPlan to Impede Progress Lin,
Oily One Ku, Who Wholly

C.

is

•••••

Columbus,. 0.. Feb. 12.-The net
result at the Republican prtmaries Is
Ohio was for William 'el. Taft, four
ereghieswe at large ane-Welete-Tirb
SINGIeRNEeiti OP Tik ISSUES • tali-he -delegates to the state convention to be held March 3, which will
be tesantatously in his favor. Hardin
county held no primarkee
(Staff Correspondence.).
'No opposition worth mentioning deWashington. D. C., Feb. 12.veloped during the day. The suBryan has made the nomination es
preme men destroyed. all chances De
Taft for president by the itegubliertae
success by the Foraker element in
Inevitable. Owing to his indorsement
Cuyahoga county by declaring that
of the Roosevelt adneulstration In all the Taft committee was the only valid
its essentials, Breen has gives the organization
of its kind in that counemphasis of his bold en the people,
ry and the selection of delegates
to a continuance of the prealdeoth
there went by default, no tick* being
policies'. lie thus has bought the placed against
the primaries today completes the
the Taft candidates.
dominating 'sentiment In the DemoIn Knox eounty opposition to Taft demonstration. Every county (ex
cratic party into harmony with the
had brought out the "Independent" rept one with seven delegates) now
dominating sentimeot In the Republi- tirket, the Independents, however. has selected its delegates to the state
can party, and these combined will
being all Foraker men. The vote. convention. Every county has sedemand a candidate. who rellects the bogey-ye was
about lour to one in lected Taft delegates. The state conpresident in the highest degree.
vention will be unanimously for Taft.
•
favor of the Taft candidates.
If Bryan best represents the demiActual rating for delegates to the for every one of the bilk delegates is
hating sentiment of the, people he state convention
was carried ont in for and If instructed for Taft. This
will be elected. 14e has done and is but
thirty of the elghte-eight coun- unanimity also demonstrates that
doing everything to prove this fact to
ties of the state. Taft delegates in every one _of the forty-six delegate.,
the people. ho that the only way the
fifty-two counties having no opposi- to the national convention will be for
Republican party can Maury. success tion
and their names were airnply eer- Taft."
at the pods in November will be to tined
as having been elected: and no
nominate a eandidate who reflects the
vote was taken In Hardin county.
president better than Bryan: It Is
It was the general, belief that votes
favvIOUI that Fairbanks does not, nor
would be cast In thirty-six countles.
Cannon, nor Knox, nor Foraker, and
but the failure of Feather then to
A chapter of the Brotherhood of
while Laleolleite and Hughes stand In
bridg out an opposition ticket in St. Andrew will he organised among
a general way for the policies of the
Cuyahoga county reduced the num- (be men of Grace church tonight In
administration when compared with
.
ber by one.
the parl'ors of the pariah house 'at
'Bryan s nriglnal deciarntions and ht,
fhingressional primaries were also 7:30 o'clock.
outspoken approval. of Roosevelt's
•
held todar.
,
principles, they leave a little to be
In all but the Seventh and Ninedesired in the Republican candidate. teenth.
wherein voting today was In
Taft by experience and prehension, too limited
a territory to be decisive.
and by the presidears owq dviera- the- heft -people
wall- without oppose
Hoc
(Continued ea Page Tires.)
In the Eighth district tonere"Only eight errors in handling 403,Mortal primaries were not held In one 000 pieces of mall during January is
W AND 11RA 111 %el
county- Hardin. but the resent there the record of efiletency made by the
LINCOI,SI /Mlle 11111THDAY. connot posalbly override the vote on local postuface. That is one error for
the remainder of the district, and the every 50,375 pieces. The postoMce
!Nikkei Lending, Feb 12 --Harry Iwo delegates to the Chicago conven- averages 13,000 pieces of mall each
Thaw -18 3S years old today and eerie- tion are certain for Taft.
day, and the rapidity with which mail
The following statement was is- must be handled, and the careless
liratthlt his birthday with his mother.
Sunday routine waa observed today, sued lest night by Arthur I. Vorys, manner in which patrons prepare and
beeline- it is lenceen's birthday.
manager of the Taft campaign:
address letters and packages, combine
"Ohio Is for Taft, and the result at to make errors easy.
VieltelleATOR
ILLINAN - r
SENDS FAMILY TO Fi'llhOei.
IMMOMMs
4 h 1Vice-Mayor led I). Hannan gate
transportatiotieto
.N Marlin, ,.wife
and two Nandi children this aftereoon
to Fulton, cheese- they have leteusteMerlin's wife has a cameo on the
breast and they tome here front near
reward for the capture of each of the
Princeton en route to Fulton to secure
treatment
The family was out of Second Mold and Successful \nerd batik. robbers, and will offer a
reward for each of the robbers of the
funds and applied to the mayor and
Robbery West of the River local bank. The building, which cost
'
,reed that the/ we're worthy of the
$9,000 suffered $5;0410 damage. No
aid.
Accomplished by Three Men trace was found of the robbers. The
bank had two safes in which it kept
JASNNIli VONN KILLED.
—Posses Pursuing.
ite cash nearly equally divided. Only
— •
one Was looted. The bank opened for
Crushed Co leteathAss awmill SON et
at 10 o'clock, one hour inter
' lesawnee.
Rieh Hill. Mo., Feb. II. Orackstmen than usual'.
elliawnee. Okla • Feb 12.- -Lonnie blew the Farmers and Manufacturers'
',nn Was killed by being entehed and bank here at 1230 o'clock this morns
'
,mingled in the belting of a sownell.
ing, and 'Peered, according to CashThe accident also revved a wbeel on
$20,osto
the mechinery to burst, doing consid- ier J. W. Jamiaon, between
Feb. 12.--Re.Winchester. Ky •
*entre- dornamytn ttio mitt: Von-n-enut and 1202.-o3y two eoplosions the ports at a district meeting of the Hura termer is the firm of Evans", Know! buildiug was ewrecked and the outer ley, association showed- between 90.ion & Co., of Berm Tenn. lie was vault and interior-of-the same blown. 000 and 100,000 acres pledged to no
It is believed three Ines did the job.
-hero kl bey lumber.
crop in-190,11.'out of 150,000 acres.
Not a person cam even by -Night
Waldman Mead, who fired shots to
awaken resident... Only earrenTY
Was taken and silver was evattered
Nowa are ecattche-d
about the floor
in all directions about the country.
Irvine, Ky.. ib. 12.--(Special
Governor Folk today offered $400 Judge •Roleert Riedel. of the Twentythhel district, including Breathitt
county, died last Might as the result
WEA THEM
of a fall four weeks ago.

Fits 8Itsation.

.0
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BURELAItie LIKE BEANS.
Unquestionably _the -robbers
that entered the grocery id H.
D. Mellsesiney, Twelfth and Jefferson streets, lest night must
have been front itopeon, as the
higgerst part of their plunder con.
piloted of baked beans. After
cleaning the cash register of
Nome change, the thieve, began
work on the baked beans and INK
a can was left, Flour and toLame,
matoes' were taken in nt
also. The thieves, gaistovil entrance by breaking a glass out
of a side door In the butcher
shop, and then entering the gmvery. The door to the grocery
nes found open this, morning,
utter" the thieves had walked
boldly out of the store. Thits le
the %frond tine- Mr. Meellestnee
has been fobbed in two weeks.

.

Passes

Temperance

Seed

tensive Than Appears.
MVRHARY

IS

IN

THE

LEAD

Frankfort. Ky., Feb. 12. (Special.)
-- In the house this morning a scrap
came up-over-an effotteof Representere- DIAUSJ to fuzee the contest Nene
Renee to report on the Burford-Rabin
contest from Jessamine county. The
speaker ruled him out of order. He
appealed from the chair and was sustained by a vote of 44 to 44, Klair
and McKnight voting with the Republicans. The contest was a Republican
against a Democrat.
The house passed the senate bill to
psevent taxation of property held by
citizens of this state, which is subject
to taxation in pther states.
The senate passed a bill to "Prevent
the 'bale of adulterated grass and other seeda.
On joint ballot, Beckham received
HUMDERer ASSOCIATION
59, Bradley 58 and scattering 7. Nee11A14 SMOKER AND BANQUET esary to choice, 63.

Chicago, Feb. 12,-Marion Grey,
agentOe whnsa
light club" caused her preient trial in
the federal court, charged with swindling seekers after "soul mates,h it
has been found was Iva Goodnough,
of Benton Harbor. Mich. _Seven years
ago she marreld Milo Piper: A sonwas born and she secured a divorce
and married Jack Washburne. The
couple separated and she resumed her
maiden name and began studying lay
in the University of 'Michigan. She
was forced by poverty to give up her
studies and then she hit on the matrimonial bureau as a means to ready
money.

til Country Aroused.
APPOINTMENTBY

PRESIDENT

Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 12. (Special.)
Washington, Feb. 12.-The bitter
-Leaders here do not desire the coun
attack in the senate on the Aldrich
ty unit law. That, and net the fight
currency bill by both Republicans and
bet weeli Beckham and Bradley, is the
Delnacrats eliminates all prospects
cause of the present deadlock in the
that Senator Aldrich will be able to
Kentuckyolegislature. Just as soon
get the measure through in record
as the Beckham men find they can
Thur.- et bi doebtrue now 'Whether If
elect their man without passing the
will be passed in the senate before
county unit law or the anti-Beckham
April 1. The plan formulated by the
men find they can (Welt the former
Democratic leaders is to prolong the
governor, without pasusing the law,
opposition to the bill in the senate
there will be something doing in the
instil various sections of the country
senatorial race. Meanwhile, under
become aroused against it.
the plaeld surface, unruffled by the
monotonous rote at noon each day,
••••m•••
Wanks Ltneolo's Birth Holiday.
there are swift currents and dangerMr. Sulzer, of New York, intro.
The Builders' assoctationeheld' a woous eddies in the stream of politic-se
duced a bill to make Lincoln's birth-I session last night at theebeadWhen the Beckham men brought
day a public holiday. If this bill, or
quarters of the association on South
out the county unit law and passed it
a similar one, introdtaced by Mr. BarFourth street. The by-laws of the
on one reading and then referred it
tholdt, of Missouri, is passed, it will
aasociation were read, discussed and
to the committee on public morals,
be the second instance of the creatios
adopted. After the business was
to "afford further opportunity for
of a legal holiday by congress, the
transacted the members had a bonargument," they did It to show their
other being that of Labor Day.
net and smoker. A delightful evenstrength. It was a threat to the anti
ing was spent.
Recktiam forces, that if they should
Tokio Pair BM rallied.
elect anyone else. United
.States senaThe bill appropriating 13.et4,0110 for
ELECT NEW
MEN
WILL
RED
tor, the county unit law would be
Participation be- the United States in
KEEPER OF' RECORDS HERE
forced through,
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 12.- Robert an International exposition to be held
Red Men next Friday !eight will
Those five much praised and much
elate a successor to T.. E. Grasty, Bennett, a prominent tobacco buyer at Tonto. Japan,/in 1912, was passed
condemned statesmen, who are votive
keeper of records, who has resegned. of this city. has received a_ notice to by the senate.
for this one and that one and never
There are several candidates for'the cease buying tobacco. The notice was
for Beckham for United States tsenAssert/lust Secretary,
office, and a warm election- Is as- found. at his door, and 'accompanying
ator, are not the whole strength of
Washington, Feb. 12.-The presimined. Preparations are in More for it were a bunch of switches and a,44Demorevolt
in
the
the anti-Beckham
the large open meeting of the lodge caliber cartridge. The note did not dent nominated Lewis A. Coolidge. of
cratic party. There are many others
have a signature. It it written with Massachusetts, to be assistant secreto be held February 21.
ready to leave Beckham. when the
a lead pencil and beers the pieraseng tary of the treasury. Coolidge forsignal. is maven. and unite with the
rommonty used by- nlight otters et nrera- was a newspaper echeeSppillgelt
betters on voile other Democrat.
in Washingtots
other places.
These men will never help elect BeckBennett has been buying Graves
should
ham, and if at any, time. he
county tobacco for Gardner & Walker
'Expelled From Moscow.
show strength enough to win, they
local representatives of the Roe* Pr0
Moscow, Feb. 12.-For stoning the
would desert him.
pie. This is the first warning re- Viborg manifesto, Ferodorovecb KoOn the other hand, Democrats asceived by a Mayfield toyer, so far as kostkin, a scion of the ancient Rurlk
sert that the same condition exists in
dynasty, now a professor in Moscow
is known.
the Republican ranks, and ,that neithMr. Bennett rat; resigned and will University and a prominent leader of
er Beckbam not' Bradley can be electthe constitutional Democrats, today
beed the warning.
ed. But that is, more or leas, scarp.
ermelled ironi Moscow nobility by
eh-been
So far the Repubticans haya vote of 260 to 92.
standing together faithfully.
Douglas, Ariz., Feb. 11.-Fifteen
Thew anti-Beckbani men will never Inerkan miners were Injured when
NO WHISKY TOR Garr.
vote for Bradley OF anyother Repubdynamite, placed under aeboarding
lican,. If Bradley oe any other RePhyeicianoiliound Over for PreserIb.
house at Santa Rosa, Sonora, Mexico,
Pubikan is to be elected, it will have
ing Dome of the Joyful Meld.
exploded. Meitcans are suspected.
to be web the votes of Beckham trupMacon, Ga., Feb. 12e-Dr. A. fa
put the explosive under the
They
porters; orhicenso- retinae to bolt the
Speer was bound over today OHM'
homes of the superintendent and the
primary nominee, when the break
hearing in the recorder's court
the
and
company
store
reman of the
comes, and go over to die Republican
charge of violating thepreldbliVillt
-Nem' being set
house,
the.
boarding
side to prevent the triumph of the
law in issuing prescriptions tor deesimultaneous mho-slot% Saturda)
for
bolters.
hol to R. L. Croams. He said he pre.
night. The boarding house Was deNo lees regular organs than the molished, the men being blown
New Yore, Feb. 12 -While thou- scribed it for grip.
Kentucky State Journal and the Ow- through the roof of the company sands cheered, six aotomobiles started
ensboro Inquirer have advised this store. The superintendent's 'Mace aloe at 11- o'clock on the trip from New DEPUTY MARSHAL NEEL
BRINGS IN ANOTHER ORR.
very thing. Of course, that is acwas demolished. Ruraies are now at York to Paris overland by way of
cepted as a part of the aims' tactics
approximately
Siberia,
and
Alaska
Rosa.
Santa
Elwood Neel, deputy United States
with the parading of the local option
22,000 miles. The race is intended as
Armenians Killed.
marshal,
arrested George Gardner,
measure--a threat-but it shows the
drivers.
and
cars
of
endurance
test
an
Vienna, Feb. 12.-Many persons
feeling, and it is possible. that. in the
French, one Italian. one Ger- colored. at Murray yesterday on a
Three
part of
event of a successful bolt from Beck- wehe killed and the greater
Atnerioan mactine start- charge of bootlegging and brought
Asia man and one
ham, Bradley might win and the lo- the Armenian quarters at Van,
ed. hhe cars were piled high with him to this city. Gardner WaS indictMinor. was *reeked by the explosion
ed by the federal grand jury and gave
cal option bill be passed.
extra equipment .
a magazine, the seizure of which
of
a cash bond Of $100 for his appearin
situation
ticklish
mighty
It's a Turkish soldiers an Armenian
ance before'the court. Marshal Neel
Frankfort just now, and a mistake by the
band was resisting, when the blast
probably will leave this evening for
on one stile or the other may precipioccurred.
Trigg county to serve a number Of
tate a crisis.
summons In civil cases.
Senator McCreary stands the best
Mr. A. C. Williamson. 87 years
chew* of winning, if the bolt sue.
old, died at his home, 1009 Boyd
reeds; but it seems to be anybody to
street, early this morning of general
eat Beckham. and once the consprkadebility. Re was a brother of Capt.
Chicago, Feb. 12 -Mrs. Dora Mcfors leave him, they will not party
Williamson. Mr. Williamson h
John
long over a candidate. The whole Donald, who has been on trial here survived by his wife and two children,
when
it
Is
once,
at
done
charge
of
be
thing will
since January 20 on the
John C. Williamson, an employsoof
done, and the Mate will be startled murdering Webster Guerin, was acIllinois Central railroad office. atul
the
that
inhere
some day to read in the
quitted by the jury last night. The Miss Marian. who is in this years'
such an one has been elected United verdict was reached after ale and a graduating class at the High school
States senator.
half hours' deliberation.
Mr. Williamson was born in Jefferson
county and moved to New Albany.
Ind, end lived there about 60 years
He has lived here five years. He folLittle change will be made in the
lowed the coverer:sting business in both
.1ty aasessniewt by the work of the
Frankfort. Ky
Feb. 12.--(Epe- cities. He had been •devout member
hoard of supervisors. There will be
clal.)-Auditor James was elected of the Christlais church for 61 years.
a %light The-tease in real estate by reapresident and Treasurer Farley treas- He wseenrarried twice, his first wife
son of intprovenvents, whirl) is the
urer of the Capitol Taft club. Strong dyieg .in New Atbifly. The burial only hem that can be taken Into seindorsing
AlTei
wf.
adopted
were
Heir
resolutions
will be at
oount until the reeve's quadrennial
If one of the five shots fired st a
Taft.
rtereesment. The personalty will show
prowler at the Segenfelter drug store.
a falling oil.
Nestle and Tenneeeee streets did not
The decrease is accounted for the
hit its mark Patrolman Owen woold
rloncerna that have gone mit of busiPatrolman Owen
like 40 know it.
March '1 the total ineuranee
Aft
ness during the year. the division of
was relieved from duty this morning 4taght OMIT place their business on a
Feb. 12 --(Special)*
Ky.,
estates
and the withdrawal of the Ayer
Nleicksliffe
e
at 1 o'cioek.and as he retnrned h
eash bees, and all premiums must be
twd
destroyed
midnight
tale
&
lord
Tie company property
-hire
noise
in
the
coal
house
of
hoard
a
he
planked dos n in the cold cash before
assessment in this kite.
the drug store. He stopped and the itoliole Josue& This resolution cottages 'belonging to W. D. Burnett.
An effort probably *el be mad,
Raising from a was adopted unanimously at the meet- In the fewer end of town, entailing
pulled his pistol.
get some tobacco companies on
stooping position, the patrolman saw ing of the board of underwriters yes- a loss of about $1,000. A defective
the
bet for taxation that have made ot
a man going towards the rear of the terday afternoon, and the agents con- flue is supposed to have been
goitre whose() buyers Farr
Burnett
returns.
'Mr.
families
of
The
cause.
do
necessary
to
this.
drug store. He called to his man to tend that It was
houses,.
outside companies, who have asked
halt, but the,, burglar was a sprinter They say many people would order a and his son, who occupy the
Lexington. Ky.. Feb. 12 -(Spe- the city to pay for extra police protecthe
and made a dash as Petrolman Owen policy and then in a few months can- were asleep when neighbors saw
the) rial.)-The world's record price was tion afforded them during the night
fired every shot he had in Isis pistol. cel It. and leave the epee a bundhi glare and awakened them. Had
paid for Burley this morning by the rider scare, are not making any m"This resolution was me been in two-story houses they would
When the second shot was fired Pa- or trouble
American Tobacco company. when turns, and city pfeciale intend to inwas,
they
it
As
burned
tip
been
have
trolman Owen beard a sigh, and lb.. hulk of the burliness before the lovard,
11
,30 per hundred was' paid for 250 quire what they base for policemen In
and
doors
windows
through
old tele- escaped
Rein and neiderate temperature to- burglar cleared a fence. Mr *Own and the renewing of ter
vote h, if they hayetet anything to pit*
and none 01 hOgeheada here.
cloebing
right
not
wee
In
their
statlooe
ere
the
flundto
from
ishowes
Into
night. Thursday rain petentbly• Imre. bolter', eters was hreltell
taxes on.
aloe
Volunteers
injured
was
them
Mfr.
L.
diecestaion.
for
lag to MOW and cold.-'- Itichest tem- night lend 1051 eh was stolen from the brought up
Simmer
A D Thompson, of MurThe seplarrtaora bare
terecteg la _Miring 1101111Mading plitpis. e president et
perature retiredly, NI, 'owe*, today, store. This may have been the sec- [letterset la the
end*
tOday.
court
ray,
atteuding
secretary,
in
erty.
..A. '
_ _
Sad Mt Frank b000r
ond
it of the same
4

MAYFIELD BUYER
WARNED BY NIGHT
RIDERS TO LEAVE

ST. ANDREWS CHAPTER

REMARKABLE RECORD
.
FOR POSTAL CLERKS

•

MEXICANS BLOW
AMERICAN HOME;
ARMENIANS DIE

FROM NEW YORK TO
PARIS ENDURANCE
CONTEST STARTS

THREE CRACKSIEN TAKE'$20,000 FROM
VAULT IN RICH HILL, MO., AND ESCAPE

•

NO 1908 CROP

•

se
•

,

de,

4

WILL REPRESENT
METHODISTS AT
BIG CONFERENCE

The Rail. O. T. Sheeran. pastor of
the Broadway Metbodise chur.h and
the Rev. J. W. Mackerel. is-meeting
beep
of
She
dietrict.
elder
been appointed by the Hoard of Mishima of the eit E, Church, South. located at biashetille, Tense delegates
InterdesennInational and
to
the
sons
-Mimeo nary
ere Moattonal
vention which will be held at Pntsburg, Pa., on 11110tA 111-Y2. 1954,
Thte convention- is under the auspies of the Young People's Risottosary Movement of the United States
and hanada, and Is a notable gathertog of world, wide lanportanre. liie
program is a brilliant one abd will inelude speakers of international reputation-. All denominations will be
represented by hoer foremost men and
Dr Stillivan higbly apprewomen
ciates the honor paid Mtn by his
eteihte, and will et-tend. Dr' Black •rd is oleo most appreciative. but owlet" to the premium of 'official dude*
at do , thine be
•1.,10lb.

A. C. WILLIAMSON

MRS. McDONALD FREE

CITY ASSESSMENT
CHANGED LITTLE
BY SUPERVISORS

JUDGE IUDDEL

CASH PREMIUMS
POLICEMAN SHOT AT
FOR INSURANCE
FLEEING) BURGLAR
AFTER MARCH 1

CAPITOL TAFT CLUB

'FIRE AT WICKLIFFE

RAIN

on dio

RECORD PRICE FOR
BURLEY TOBACCO
OFFERED BY TRUST

PAGE Two

THE PAIMTCAH

. ornan s
P

W

'

D0061116 REPLIES *
10 SEN. PORAKER

No

womap's hap*
ness can be
without children; it
13 her nature to love

Nightmare

'17N

SUN

rHE kvott illiN
(

TREATRICIL NOTES

awemew moue.wipe mem mem ogee
BarlY in the tun Celktilt, Physicians became aware of the fact that
the cods livers and therein-contained
"Sweetest Girl is
abedalual elements of great value in
An appreciative Rude
grt,ted
the treatment of pulmonary. BC rOf Ua "Swetest oirl in Dial
CA)ti/41411)
'14)05, wastiag diseases and &souk:
t evening at the Grand
era house,
rheuntaturtn.
The play is full of south 'n atmosIn using Cod Liver .911 In its phere. It deals with the
Ily of a
original forts they discovered- that father who mortgages his home aud
the oii, in which the valuable cura- placer himself ad daughter in dantive elements were embodied, was ger of being turned out into the
very objectionable, and'of sdeasidiel world, alone and without mousy. As
nal value. Mow to separate or *Sim. 't a whole, the play at plealidng and we.
these medicinal properties of the Caeli. sill revetved by 'the audience. At
livers from the objectionable oil was tinter the gallery indeed grew wddly
IRISFLECTS
MEI
(.111Axicrick. the question.
nthusiastic.—$5in Antonio Dually Es•
After years of experimenting they mess.
mockiced three different and - distinct
At The Kentuety Friday.
kinds of cod liver oil, namely.—the
Relehington. Feb. 12.—in the liedes
Osier sole, the light brows and Roe
"The Lewd of Nod."
Representative Douglas replied to the
brown. The clear pale was that
KIM, Wilson, the well kbovra comstatements by Senator .1. B. Foraker,
regarding the president's action In the whim Alms Solt eitgacted from the edian. -Who will appear at The Keacods' livers. Ilse light brown was tuoky on Tuesday, February 18, as
Athens postoffee matter.
livers after "April Ford." In "The Land of Nod:"
"How the distinguished gentleman obtained tie beilieg the
the clear or pale oil had been extract- Is Rue of the funnieet, grotesque corn-(Mr. Forakeri came by those letters
ed, and the brown oil woe the result
on the American stage, and
I do not know, and, therefore. I do
of prelates the reorder.
hits a nomber of suecesses to his
not characterize It" said the speakir.
None of •these products, however, credit. For several years he wa,, a
"How he happened to read. this
respondence, which was private no far were free from the sauseatiag ea,and well known vaudeville headliner, and
no one of them contained all of the during the action of the play introas I am coact:reed, I do not know,
and so I will not characterize that. medicinal elements known to exist in duces a saxophone fantasy that is
the cod's liver. It remained for two greeted with 'tremendous applause.
But perhaps. because te,did not have
all the letters, and I trust and believe Alleinent stench chemists. Mown* Mr. -W0AGe)-4A-well remenaherart:torthat this wati so, he failed to read One, and Gautier, to produce the perfect hie meeterly portrayal of "Doodle
cod liver preparation. After twenty Yoe Kell]." the secretary, In the origwhich I ask to be read at the clerk'.
years of study and labor they discov- inal production of -The Burgomaster.'
desk."
ered an extradites and emseentrating and also as the insane Russian iii
Mr. Douglas then sent up the letter
-process which enabled them to sepa- Anna Held's production of "The Lithe had written to Postmaster Bryson
rate front the treat cods' livers and tle Dechesa."
on December 1 in reply to the long
their oil, all of the medicinal, healing
sad forcible communication/ which the
and body-building elements, and dis"the Royal Chef."
postmaster had sent him on December
card the ell entirely, and it le by.
One of the musical novelties which
7, and which Mr. Foraker had read in
this proems that N'inol is made.
will be mon In "The Roval Cher at
the senate. The Douglas letter is as
To these taleabie OA Giver extrac- The Kentucky theater for one perfollows:
tives is added Peptonate of Iron, formance on Saturday. February 15,
Ills Letter.
whIch produces Vino!, a remedy epeewill be the olactric lighted feather
"My Dear Br i son—Your letter -ceSted in the treatment of all pulmonboa. This is the invention of Mr
dated December 7 came to hand yeti.- ary- and wellies dlaeasee, and to reIto .1
Gus Sohlke, who arranged
Lerday and I toeless that I alli wlittle store health and strength to feeble old
the" teary dances and tableaus.
answering
It,
for,
about
ejobarrassed
people, delicate children and after The boa is used in the opening numklthough it is addressed to me, It sickness. We ask any such person In
too of the second act and on a darkserum something like an inspired at- Palluca.h to try Vino, on our guarare 'worn
ened stage; Ittv Was, wh
tack upon the president and designed ikitilli-tto return the money if it fails
hi the girls light up in vaned colors.
for publication. RaIly.Ilefillear
Wight, malsteetrea. W. B McPher- giving a ka;eidosticopic effect to the
son. you hardly treated 1aI(1TiV son. Druggist. Paducah, 1.“.
setting. .1nother electric novelty is
not
December 5 fairly, and do You
the umbrella. which Is used In the
make a mountain of a mole hill? • •
last act. This limb/elle-le One of the
mirk
letter
which
seems
to
in
your
In other words. I ,teel mare, knowing
trick mechanisms co# the stage. It Is
.be facts. that you were not out of in, no patently and notoriously inIs; feet in d la meaer and descends'from
syinpatty with the president's Poli- correct that I elleAKIt refrain from'
the f14.-, openire4 out as it comes down
simply
the
referring
say
to
it
You
cies. and I asked you to come here
The audaence cum am *athlete •pon
order that we misfit diehuse the loft president yenta no•stiong men and
which the umbrella is supported, and
Were
is
no
plate
in
ha
code
foil
diem.
ident's mind of such aa impression.
it sane down like a bird In its Sight.
'As I said to you- In a trabeeettent With such men about him as 'Root,
the girls bitdWig Hbrimus
letter I hive mot seen' the neeepapee Taft, Cartalywri. Gaolleld and a host
from the *pekes of the umbrella,
of
others,
personally,
devoted
to
him
Interview. whch I understasd had
,holding up hie bands In maintaining canting around in am pole fashion.
been called to tho.ocitiee of the presi'the
interests of the people In every At a signal. the unibiella lights up
nt. At the sane time I feel very
woh 242 tiny incandescent lights of
sure that, from what I knee er the way and in every quarter. It is idle.
%ivied colors. It is cd• ot the pretmanliness and fairness of' the meta- if out preposterous, to my that he
strogg men about blue tiest electrical effects ever seen on the
dent, and what f have eoeo of to, doe* not want
many bright
"In conclasion let me 'ay that place and Is am of the
generosity in regard to the opinions
musical
eatertataing
this
features
of
of others as to men and measure's. it Tittle I thank you for your very kind.
comedy.
could not have beets simply POW /y and truthful way of treatiog any
quieted opinion fl egent to Taft orwaidere.oces botweerointraelves, present
Esinding leellhers and Malaria.
j,'oreker,.9r'that Taft %mid. not parry and past. ,n regard to our choice for
04 fitkbeard GROVE'S TASTEi.The
Ohio under 'Present coniplinations.' the preekleney, I think these/bre kindCHILI: TONIC drives ant MaLESS
or that you favored Senator Poralier's ly and simple way for you to treat
For
builds lip the system
laria
and
return to the senate, that alone oc- ,isty letter of December was Just as ft grown people and children,' LOC.
casioned the president' action. • • • wee meant, and that was to give yott
"At the same time I do not agree a friendly opportunity to do what we
with you either that Taft could not were both interested in doing. since I
,
aegy Otio, or that Jss.could not if had. sent your name unsolicited by
nominated. be' elecleci ry- an fl'efof-liftdi to the president telSOMe More aid
whelming majority in the electoral' correct Taint seemed to be a mistaken
college. However. -I am not calleci(impreerion concerning you at the exYELLS
upon In this cennection to defend thee ecutive officer. Very sincerely yours, MAN FROM KA4A.MATA/0
HOW TO DO IT.
"ALBERT DOUGLAS."
Prendent generality or lair policies or
to demonstrate the atreelplihOf hid*" When the clerk ormeluded -thi letTaft before the people of the coun- ter the Ohio **Presentative said;
"This oorrespondeace was read la
try. At the same time there ie a reconnection with certain criticisms of Anyone can Make Some Use Mosel
If They WEI Oak Meow lute
the president and his alleged &rismeMasa After.
Orin oil to sopoint men to office unless
rbeg favored a certain man for the
Republiean nomination for preoldent.
Upon receipt of that letter I went to
There is no denying the fact that
see the speefeeet&y of the president and
the
musician's life Is an easy ote, and
•
WalIAMMI
rankly temsuunteated to him the subit is getting Sore so every day. They
with
spite
of
that.
and
,
and
in
H eadache, rheumatism,
well treated, which
knowledge of that, the president are well paid and
There Ls no other
neuralgia, or pains of any et
hi
them.
justly
due
and
to
the
senate
'a
Dame
Bryson
nature weaken the sys- e was condrrned and ia now post- trade which compels you to pay fel
experience
When you start to
tem—they are a strain up- master at Athena. Ohio. I may say I your
think It was due to more than my- Warn any other profession you receive
on the nerves. Almost self to make the explanation, because, a salary right from the start. Not so
instant relief can be ob- In. me judgment, the whole incident with the musician. He must pay for
tained by taliing.D.r. Miles from bsginaleg to end, illustra,cs, not his knowledge, and It Is only right
Aiiti-Pain Ms,and with- the disposition of the president to that he should nicely* -good pay for
Would you
nags war peon any men who are not his serv:ces afterward.
out any bad after-effects. of
rather, like to be a musician? You can. Ai
1-r• way of th,nking. but
Take one on first indica- with the sall/0 itsaerowIty and broad- you have to deli give a few moments
tion of an attack—it Will mindedness. which I spoke of Is the of your spare time each day to praclitter, to appoint men etc) are as I tice.
ward it off.. They are a then
There !alio one who has nof POMO
thought this man to be. and still
legsant,little tablet, sold oast It is no. a man In every way St talent for Music. Some have more
druggists everywhere, to lave the *seem es Postmaster lit than others. They make artists. You
may make an artist.
-26 doses 25 cents; Atheists."
Inquire at the Broadway .Music
never sold in bulk.
!louse for full information concerning
.1 was subjee• to rowdiest head- REV. CALVIN THOMPSON
sea., for a period of four years At
SPENDS NIGHT IN PAIDOCAli the free lessens given with the wowtimes 1 was aimegt tioette4 far the
derful Gibson mandellas and guitars.
work In which Ian endaden, ant If
station ageht.
Tdr•mb the advie•
The Rev. Calvin M. Thom peon, td
at a friend I tried Dr Mn",' AntiOar of the Baptist Recorder at LouisPain PM., and the result Pius been
that I have entirety •rodleated my
this morning for Hurray to
All the patent medicines and
system of them continued.0 headiu•ne• ville, left
that follow a cemoseal mental '.train.
make aa adders to the WOW inetitutu
toilet articles advert;sed in this
They have done for me all that lo
In session th e, after spending the
paper are on sale at;
.for them."
0. I. itUegr.1.1.„
night here as tile guest of Mr. John
Aft. C.& N. w ny.. Thou. c•xeet. as. R. Puryear
Dr. Thornpeen will re- McPherson's Drug Store
°T lave noes Or 51115. AMU.
Ifourth and Broadway.
turn here tonight and remain unt;1
PQM for e year no• f,t sou
and Arid There to vnelrhirg
Saturday
at
DOOM before returning
They surely_
have Imes
This kw MT. ThOtni)
me."
MRS M
vireAt
. to Louisville.
r pp, Sl+ns,
son flee visit fib Padueah since he
V•u• druiproet us. 0. 5411•13' Anti •
removed his family to loubville last
•..n Pills, •nel we •utherie• Wee t•
',Beare the price of fleet p•Outisti (*Air)
December. H. wilPretarn here Easter
it a tams to be,meat yes
Sunday to deliver the -annual sternum
Miles McdiCal Co.. Elkhart, Ind
to IllePttdtaNdi romulatodery KnightTemplar at the First Baptist church
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as much so as it is
to love the beautiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass, Reads Another Letter in Bryhowever, is od fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
son (.011trOYfilli.
-Way thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of lifti to be either painful or dangerous.
Th0 uge of Mother's Friend so peepsres the system forth,
coining event dhows That *looney elt4 .11ppoltalled
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
Man, ttlio I,. ).po..eel to Secseinedy is always apretary Taft.
plied externally,
and
•
.
has carried
thousands

of women through the
btstf Crisis without stile ri n g.

re..tizettrniim
i orp.cctoz,tvvii
71111 Orefield

Ober's
. r

en

Worm:atom,

leasiater Cs.. Atlanta, ea.

Sure, Send Your Valentines
ThrouglOhe Post Office
They will go all right. Everybody is sending nice box novelties
to their friends or sweethearts, or else, in a spirit of fun, the„v
are inviding the beautiful mosaic vitiations. When Uncle
Sammy sees the stamps that are bought for valentines it makes
him smiles—yea.
4*
Lit ROOKMAP+
D. E. WILSON -...,S1C
Now at 313 Broadway

Toleplaelle 313

WAREHOUSE FOR RENT
The

old

Fourth street

Christian

church, on

North

between Jefferson and Monroe,

40x115 feet, two-story

bri:k, in

good

condi-

tion.

F. L. SCOTT
v

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.ouWhy?
=•*

OF

First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Beeond---The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It dons either stiff or plaited bosotn like new, are
the "hump" so often seen is miming.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yoarself by
mending us your laundry.

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones MO. 120 North Fourth St.

The Kentucky
One Night

The Beautiful Southern Drama

Friday

The
Sweetest
Girl in
Dixie

February

14
Price
' s-I5e, 50c, 430
tug 25c.

By Freda Slemons.

ONE. NIGHT ONLY

FRAZEE 6 WADE

Saturday

Present the erigilial pri ucti..n direct
frau a 2e weeks' run in Chicago

Viskeruiary

The Latest Musical Rage

THE
ROYAL
CHEF
"king cast
Vim. J.

$1.00, 75c,
Prices—$1.
1$00, 340 sad 7.3c.
Seig idle Wing Titiradin

iienq hulas
(

McCarthy, Oscar Ragland,
Herbert Carter. Franklin Fox, George
Porter Smith, Gertrude Hutcheson,
Dorothy Rae, Lalielie Laurette, Dixie
Lillarri and the famous BROILERS.
le Sim* se 40 Martor laris CI
30 less
20 Di Miters 21

ib
"
, .

•meotw4i---

••••

1,11%,r alleaeliS Latest and
Moe( taluable Form.

ART

•

()Adrift

4

t
ti2
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HOGLESS LARD 'P

•

The superlatively satisfactory"Southern Standard
cooking-fat that has made
the South famous..,Pure
cottOn seed oil, super-re
fined by our exclusive
The
Wesson process:acme of purity, viTholesonieness, and economy.

•

• • THE • SOVTHERN • COTTON • OIL • CO- •
.
,1.,•ror,t-k...i4.4 van,rtth.,4tl nta. i!rt)t h &etis- Chteawo

oessinmuse

Give Us I Share of Your

INSURANCE I

•

it't vats of Imam

E. J. PAX TON
Phtirte .1.814

LILLARD SANDERS
ip,rmrto 7611
•

a.

MY MONEY

Pain

y

1

BAND DATERS

WHAT CAUSES 11111ADAMHE
44 04 4 os•••••ilfbilloti•
From Outdbor to May, Colds are the
•
most freeuent cause of Headache
•
reLAXATIVE BROMO QULN1N
•
PliNNTV t5V MoIKEY
• moves came. Z, W. Gime on. z.
SAViall WIWI YOU
•
4 25e.
BUY (A/AL OP
O

BRADIaltY RROO.,

PliGNES Sae.

ea
"Now, take your nice meelleite
• Waldo"
"I will take the dam,' rescinded th.
lb
* Boston baby, "but please do not in
tl
•salt mt . loteill
di. that I know to be auseous
Pitts,
burgPusL

Are of Orem
Omega eace

By

the

urn of a

hand

you

have the wrrect date to 1912.
The oost is small lead the
time saved us no comparison.

rho Dismal Stag Works
111 t TIN St

PsesiflI

•

St. Valentine's Carnival Friday, 14th. Tickets
on sale at manager's office only.

SCHMAUS BROS.
Both
Phones 192.

Green Houses 50.000 Feet of Glass
Choice Cut Roses, Per duals --. SI Oil
carnati,pos, per dozen
.50
•
Cyclamens andPrteuktosen in bloom, pot planta
Fuomal work sod decorations isepoeialty. We havV the largest line
of

,

Pot Planta in be city. Wrilg for our lots catalogue. Free delivery In an part of the city

The Old Reliable

TheStBernard Coal Co.
I a...errorscod.)

Still Lower I
Prices on Coal
St. Bernard is the Best Coal
in the City.

4

Nut is now .
• •
Lump is now
•
• 14cfr
Anthracite and Coke
Pronnpt Delivery, Weights
Guaranteed,

J. T. BISHOP, Manager
%Seth Phones 75.

'

123 N: First St.
•

"elelaiMet""Tri'l•milleftlP•wessores
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DOCTORS TOO

VIURT OVER CARICKEN
0610"; UWE WilWit COURT.

Sate -tine In trbP audience asked
•
l'neeming Work Keeps Us
th• question wheithe membership
Over the building of a chickea
*roles pad Healthy.
house, Harry Allen and Clyde Cooper
books of .the afegfeelation would be
All the blooe In the nudly passes
opened again ar)• Chairman Radford AGREE TO oRDEK EAST TERRI:B- had a little scrap yesterday afternoon'
through the kideees once every three
at Fourtheetreet and Broadway- It is
stated that theer.ate would be May 1
eam pijoNikei (ICT.
neuuteo The kidneys niter the blood
said that Allen engaged Cooper to
It was reportiii teat a large number
1-11,.y cork night and day. When
build a chicken coop at Allen's farm
of farmers e re anxious te join but
health) they remove about Sotse grain.
of Weed at May. the chairm
near Wallace park and Alien asserts
keld that they would*
of impure matter daily, when un Trust Sales
Take &atlas Imilarsiag city in Fight that Creeper did not finish the work.
have to wa until May 1.
health) some part of aria impure mat_
field toSnuffeompany.
Ageing& the Telephone.
per's side is thit he compaspe theter i left in the blood. This brings
Company.
job and Allen refused to pay hiss.
Equity Sales.
on many diseases and s 111PlUMS
4
.Mr. Allen had a leg broken Several
H. KJ Abernathy, warehouseman
pain in the back, headache, nervousBy
iselayed
street
ille
outwas
the
on
and
ago
weeks
gout
HiklIisi
and sal man for the Society of
ness. hut, dry skin, rheumatism,
itliti itestele and Pee Hoepollseads
with his crutches, when he met
Equity, reports the sale of 25 hogsgravel, disorders of the eyes:girt and
After indorsing the action of the
lelospueed Of.
hearing. di:linen; irregular hear t,
heads of tobacco as follows: Eight city adminintration in ordering all Cooper and it is said be gave Cooper
ilebility, drowsiness, gopsy, deposits
hogsheads leaf at prices rumble trots East Tennessee to lephones from the a spund whack over tne need. The
men mixed it up until friends seine
ilt the urine, etc. But ifeyou keep the
$8.50 to $11; six hogsheads lugs,
Public uMces. the McCracken County
alters right you will hail* no trouble
$7.50 to $S.215: eleven hogsheads Medical society decided at a meeting rated them. The case was continued
IRVEHTIGATING THE MARCIE&
this morning until
with your kidtteys.
trash , a4 to 4a-7h- Reeelpts at this held at Dr Heathers' office last night, in pollee court
J. R. Womble. of 1162 Broadway,
house have been curtailed somewhat that they would act with any other Mconday7mernIng.
Paducah, Ky., says: "When I gave
during the past week on aCcount of business organization In the city in
A
the statameat for publication la Vivo
liopkinsville, Ky.; Feb. 12.—The the weather conditions and the bad ordering old 'phones out of their ofrehad
I
telling of the great benefit
reads.
The
residences.
society
fices and
ceived from the use of Doan's Kidney first of the weekly meetings of the
agreed to wait 90, days to give the othPills which I procured at DuBois I Christian county executive comealttee
er business organizations time to act.
Crittenden County.
Co.'s drug store, I had no idea it was of the Planters' Protective association
Sixteen phyeiciairs were present at
An effect is to be made to estabto be e lasting benefit for I bad been was held in the circuit court refers.
the meeting. Several interesting pat
aisociathe
lish
Protective
Planters'
(Continued from First pare)
kida severe sufferer from a general
Each committeeman Made a report Bon in Crittenden county. Up to pers were read, Dr. Brothers )eliding
ney ,and bladder trooble and 'weak
"Anatoon
paper
a
the meeting with
tion, best represents the qualities
back. 1 ,had some pretty severe at- as to the conditious in his Presinet, this time the only organisation in that
my and HIstelogy of BODE'S and Pertacks of kidney trouble and some- these shuwing that from 26 to 30 per county was that of the Society of Meese,- Dr. Henry Duiey read a pa- that are necessary to carry out this
times I could hardly get up If I knelt cent Pretire-arep-hed-been delivered Equity, the holdings of that organi- per on "OsteoMYeletics."
administration's plans Of the ether
•
St.•
tz •
or stopped. Yes l-bye been so had to the prise hodtes.. Affairs were re- zation in Crittenden figuring in the
candidates for the Republican nom'. otinued by his successes', to lose; he bantlitill steady on the rudeer of the'
of
sale
was
16,01)0,000
pounds.
welch
that I have almost had to crawl on ported to be in a generally satiefacnation,ell in some way or other come will remain in it until the man who convention 'dewing Its sources toward
Watched }ince* Years.
made to the Imperial _Tobacco comThere was ao
fay halide and knees.iad
watched just a little short of a complete em- best personifies them principles DI the noepination of Taft,
reit eetyrry shape CU 47r the county. The pany. 'A meeting
hay*
I
years
fifteen
Ivo_ for me
"Pee
was lInid_Sat
ii
if the Democratic ainteention had
obicco acreage uestlen was not diearnica bodiment of the president's ideas,- nominatetrAt May iidte1s, on the
at Market and speeches were made the wrking ci Backleli*much discouraged. The secretions
the
from
reports
cure while Bryan overshoots Roosevelt to first ballot. With so deny states hay- been held before the Republican conto
but
filled
never
length
at
t
'cussed
hag
Lad
Salve;
of
Ward
Headly.
Hon.
by
Princetoll,
wo•re highly colored, scalding and northern portion indicated that ala degree that equally disqualifies him. In; favorite sons. It would be remark- vention, ad had Bryan been acme
bad.',leer or burn to which
burning, but not until I began using ready the scarcity of labor wag being and lion Bradley Wilson, chairman WO save;
many So that in Taft only is found the able If Taft was nominated on first nated, there would nut be the &lista&
saved
has
us
It
wead'apfitted.
it
Dean's Kidney Pills which I procured felt and would probe y tend to cause of the Hopkins county assoelaUon.
closest expression and personification ballot. But complimentary votes to eat doubt about who the Republicans
a dilator bill," says A F. Hardy, of
at DuBois & Co 's drug store did I get
President Roosevelt's policies. Not favorite sons will not cloud the real would put against him. In such a
of
drugthe a ease is itself
of
all
at
reduction
25c
a
Bast Wjhou, Maine.
relief. 'I sulked their good effect aFeet *des at mayeeet,
that the other Republicans are net iltuation
reported the
Besides, of the other can- contiagepcy nebody would deny that
Buckneh
G.
S.
Salesman
gists.
kidone day, and in a short time the
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 12.—Salesman
admirable men, well qualified to give dlates, only Cannon, Fairbanks and the Iltepublicies candidate theuld
lugs at
low
or
sale
hogsheads
17
of
ney dificultlea were corrected and the
Wes Humphries; of the Tobacco assothe country a splendid administration. Hughes have real booms. LaFollett. a close representative of Roosevelt's
Musk..
and that he bad another lot now
terrible pains 'miens my book had $7
ciation. sold 17 hogsheads of tobveo
But the singleness of issues In the and Knox are known to be enthusi- ideas. The Republican cenveution
the
thought
bore
the
the
and
for
still
buyers
ready
and
Midnight came
passed awe) Although I had stiffernext election has -become so apparent astic for the presiftput and their detie- taaaiel whole-heartedly seek, for
ted that Monday to Oscar Hank, representing remained
He
woujd
chased.
be
yeurs,Moan's
many
ed in this way for
the American Snuff company. The
the ptlesident's last message, gallons are as securely for Taft In the candtda,te whom the people would teedid not depect any heavY• buying
"Do you like music?" asked the since
Kidney Pills gave nte this quick and he
prices received were as follows: Fifthat the qualification for a successful end, as those states which hove lieve i5 qualified for the task of come
now
sates
the
time
that
and
mofor
the
some
break
to
just
girl
beautiful
permanent relief. I can say at this
low lugs,' $7; one
candidacy before .the people consists avowedly spoken for the watriteci•e- eletine the edvatnistration's
being made were only sample deals. teen hogsheads
notony. .
time, Feb. le, 1,07, that I am better
lugs, $8; one hogshogshead
common
the best repregenta tan'. Since the president's message and Taft woujd be the seen's**. Thee
that
Conenitteersan Bleier Mated
, "Passionately fond of it," replied solely In being
than- at any time in twenty years. This
head common low leaf, $10. This is
tion of Roosevelt.
the situation has been clariftiug foe neseasitr of doing this _before that
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i
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muffle
will
tact,
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hors.
all
do
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In a rapid way atilt/ before the Dowittliwilta noMinate,, ig as real as it
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had
John
Adams
away."
me
carry
ways
that is claimed for them."
the 1107 crop of tobacco in Graves
Republicans throughout the convention in June domjnance of the uctilin.b sPeArest altar they stunk
She rushed over to the piano and
As
Price feo bacco. T. H Major being his agent,
For eale by 'all dealers.
county.
•
nate. Eight years of Tett is sow,
played several popular airs.
country tome to realise this fact, the convention 011 be complete.
tents. Foster-Milburn Cu., Buffalo. and he called/upon Mr. Adams. who
assured.
'IVILLPAM I$51. #1,
statement-regarda
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states
for
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turnwas
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said,
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still
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sole
York,
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report.
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that
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president
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favorite
without
States,
frY'
No sales of any eonsequence have
Devoe Heise ad Prod.
"Yes," yawned the-boree- name--Doans-- emphatically that such a report was
*Wet. The party in convention as- unfair means to advance Taft's
Remember the
Tothe
been
made
of
the
at
salesroom
have
"I
alhad
years
music
Mr.
saying
and
be
eines
that
• tree,
'Major had bee•
of promlP
chances cannot be substantiated,
'But I thought you said
sembled will see how easy it will
and take no other
working for him soliciting tobacco for btu..., Gnawers' association during'Ibe ways carried you avoay?:'
to nominate a candidate, who stands in the minds of the people generally that Dr. King's New Diegovery le the
No
lest
has
days.
especial
flew
effort
his prising house in Christian and
"So I did—neei(!"—Dundee Ad- for reactionary ideas in the estima- have no credeqce. Taft's increase in best medicine to takes tot coasts and
been made to make sales OD account
vertiser.
Trigg eounties. Kentucky, and Stew:.
tion of the people, and they will also strength Is due to the resistless popu- colds and for every dlomused eioneHtlage
has
of the fact, that the salesroom
art county, Tennessee, but that he
see in the event such an impression larity, of the president and belief In of throat, chest or lungs," says W. IV
been all torn, up to carpenters buildhad never given him, or any other
does get out about the Republican his good judgment as to an avllable Henry, of Panama. Mo. The world
Mind Your Business!
ing large air tight bins in which the
mile orders or authorityete purchase
If you don't nobody wilt. It is candidate that Bryan better represent& successor. This popularity is confi- has hid thisteeeight years of proof
of the tnies of tobacco for
samples
tobacco In an manner. He preoentRoosevelt than their own nominee. dently expected to take a violent ea- that Dr. King* New Discovery le the
ask, are kept, the bins being arranged your nupinese to keep out of ell the
:sit.%dtE1I-t tefe PtlinIAC
The situation in a nut shell is, that presatiatilp the convention,. and some best remedy tor °mew and colds, la
and
can
will
you
and
can
trouble
you
"In
kept
be
will
am that the tobacco
FORMATOBV REPOUT FINDING
keep out of liver and bowel trouble the people have approved the pres- feeble admirers of the president pros rellites, melting, hay favor. Isroachitio.
order" all the time.
THE WIG 111111$ BALE
ent administration and they will con- fess fears as to whether be will, like hemookaa• of the lenge aid the
To date about 97 hogsheads of to if you take Dr. Ring's New Life Pills.
They keep Wife:Maness. malaria and tinue its policies if they have to take Cakar, reruns the crown of a t1114 early stages of consumption. He
rangprices
at
bold,
been
have
bacce
?PILL HOMO OPI
But they will much term. The convention will be the timely use always prevents the doweling from 7 to 9 cents a pound for jaundice out of your system. 25c at Bryan to do so.
IlliniaM Wel !Detract for "trade Joe"
man who ha the time and place for this enthusiasmillo (*meat of Resettle**. ilaitt war
some
take
rather
all
druggists.
The
leaf.
for
cents
16
tameure--earuseile la etate„
lugs and 10 to
AT
4-7
president's endorsement as beipg find expression, but Roosevelt has tolj guarantee by 411 entioas. 1100 *PI
sales started about two months earber
WS.
First Chauffeur—Do ycin turn hack capable of carrying the natio' for- warning of his, popularity, has de- 11.00. Tr#1 Watt* tree.
this year than last, and prices average
a
ward along the lines now being fol- cided on his course through It all, and
about two cents higher on the pound. when you have run over a person?
however vehement his admirers Mee
If you will walk, in the fields of ale
Second Chauffeur—No, indeed. I lowed.
President Roosevelt has act en- become, when the calm follows, be you will find a long t•ek, bitieve•Y
**Ware Pete -4-2.--The beard-of
Kleptaterantir Caltfei' be eared be might run over him again.—New
1311r norm ancOND oral=
prill.het
lrer
eisitioac off
tered the *gist to ••• his poltalee
TAM flak.
inanagers of the Illinois State HO'
.•••
(akin Whip for. K.- -\
formitory at Pontiac. $11., announcei
Its finding in Um case of William
Hamlin, an inmate of the institution
who died January 18, following alleged brutal treatment at the bands
of the guards of the prison.
The board found Hamlin's death
was due to the elect of a surgical
11111111111111111111$
operation at the reformatory hospital
following ea attempt by him to commit suicide. At the same time the
menagers decided that A. J. Rene.
disciplinarian of the inatitution, and
!eight Lieutenant Rogers had exbilleted such poor judgment is the
treatnieht of the *oath that their tiervicet should he terminated, and their
_
dismiss*: is recommended.
Their
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POWDER.
Absolutely Pure
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Mb only baking powder'
made with Royal Grape
Crown of Tartar

No Alum, Ng Lime Phimploto
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All fee tImusoa.
Spriegbeld, Ill.. Pleb. 13.—The Mepubliran state convention to be held
In the spring will be simply a 'Joe
Cannon conetntinne That is to sae.
It will have soothes, in do' beyond the
epee-then of delegates at large to the
national convention. the nomination
of presidential electors and the adopeon of a par% platform. It is II foregone conclusion that the national
delegated Wilt ob• instructed for Mr
Cannon for preskleat.
,
imams Partners.
Peoria, Feb. 12 —The thirteenth
annual state meeting ef the Illinois
Yiriners' Institute and AMliated ARROC.:MOO of Doswell.- Science, opened
today. An address of welcome was
delivered by Mayor O'Connor and re1.ponded to by President Charles W.
Farr, of the Farmers' Institute and
United Settee Judge Humphrey. of
Senna:field. Addresses were delivered
during the clay and night sessions of
both organisations.
How is Your Iligestioull
Mrs. Mary Dowling, of No. 228 8th
Ave., Son Francisco. reeemenende a
remedr for stomaeh trouble. She
says: "Gratitude for the wonderful
effect of Electric. Bitters In a cam of
acute Indigestion, prompts this teat'.
monial. I am fully convinced that (hr
strneaeb and Liver trouble', Electric
Bitters is the beet remedy on the
filarket today." This great tonic and
alterative medicine invigorates the
system, purifies the blood and is especially helpful in all forms of Coma*
weak 04.101. 10e at all druggist..
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Look at Your Supply of hinted Matter and
Let The Sun Job Office Figure on Tour Needs-

Up-to-date ideas, the newest type-faces, distinctive, different work,
. promptness, reliability, are some of our traits.
We can make you an estimate on any size job. Phone 358 red
and a representative will call.

THE SUN JOB OFFICE
We make a specialty of the finest engraved, embossed and lithographed work. -
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womb.
••••••••••••••••• ••••••10,411....1.

•

This time of the year u‘sually calls for a new stock of statiortery
in every business house. Look over your. supply and let us,
make you estimates on everything you need.

!Menet/tine In a Nem...
Oliver Wendell Holmes said he
would have liked to have done for bls
own state what the author of "Maryland, My Maryland." had done for hie
Holmes
state. But every time Dr
et•rted the line "Massachusetts, Mt'
'Massachusetts," he felt an impulse
to go out and take • drink —Minne•
apolis Journal.
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that time, too, Foraker's henchmen
were carrying reports to him, that
they couldn't stem the tide of popeSIPTERNOON AND WEEKLY.
'ar sentiment. Foraker was candi11.11 BUN PUBLISHING COMPANY. date. for both the presidency and the
INCOIRPOILATIeD.
senate, and some of his friends conP7 ILEX b. IIIACAIL.'
P. M. PISHICIld Preeldeat. ceived the idea that they could sups
port Taft for president and Foraker
B. Z. PAXTON. General Mitlistref.
That
logical.
which
emeator.
wee
for
Onovient. len, by Rea
Metered Si the postoffice Si Padasah.
situation compelled Foraker to make
as second clew mattes'.
a desperate stand. He threw gena(Ossitiaisol from LIM Inessm)
gernscititeriON MAIMS'
[oriel prospects to the winds aid declalea he was a candidate for presiTHE DAILY SIM
The picture pained him like a knife
My Carrier, per week
dent, and he dared Taft to meet him thrust. This girl was his bitterest
P7 mail, per month. In advance.. AS In a popular primary
enemy-no hope of her was for him.
for delegates.
De oath per year, in advance -.Sits
His offer was met so quickly he He forgot for a niouieut that she was
seta WEEKLY BVL
Per year. by men, postage paid .41.15 had no time to hedge. The state false and plotting, Usu, recalling it.
spoke as roughly as he might and statAddress THE BUN, Paducah. Jr.7-„ committee called a primary and'For
errand. Then the old man bad
Phone UMgiber fought it through the courts, ed his
Diem 116 South Third.
being beaten at every step, until yes- appeared on the stairs above, speechPayne & Young, Chicago and New
terday, at a primary that the supreme lees with fright at what be overtmard.
Perk. representative&
was ei Went that his nerve* so sorecourt of his state declared legal in It
THE SUN can be found at the followly strained by the events of the past
every feature, he was beaten four to
places.
week, were now snapped utterly. A
D. Clement. ea Co.
one In what'few counties he received human soul naked and panic stricken
Van Culin Bros.
any
vote
at
all.
Palmer House.
Is no pleasant sight, so Gleuister drop%
Clean, courteous, magnificent in lied his eyes and addressed the girl
•
his courage, -risking the highest prize again:
.
7es
in American politics time and again
-Don't take anyfflhft with you. Just
tor the sake of principle, William H. dress dud come with me."
Taft comes through the ordeal of
The creature op the stairs above
\
opposition In his own state, strOnge- stammered and stuttered inquiringly:
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 121.
than when he entered; just as in ,-Wbat outrage is this. Mr. Glee*
•
.4ne
every task-the Friar land dispute, ter?"
STATEMENT.
COICVLATION
the Cuban trouble, the Panama canal "The people of Nome are up in arms.
1'11 Wake to save Lou. Thal .top
complications, the Japanese ems
iliumiw7-11110S.
broglio-he -has exhibited versatility, to argue." Ile si,oke impatiently.
"Is this name r-ruse to get me into
judgment, gentleness and firmness in
3765 proportions, with
17
3891
•
which few human your power?"
3768 beings are
"Uncle Arthur"' exclaimed the girl
3888
•
18
ebdowed.
sharply.' Iler eyes wet Glenister's
3778
20
3891
•
Taft won his point In Ohio without
cud begged him to take no offense.
3781 fighting. He has a winsome
21
4........3894
smile
"I don't understand this atrocity,
4.3778 and behind that smile
3899
22
he has a mind, They must he weir" walled the „ledge.
es 43826 broad and deep and elastic.
23.
3900
7
"You run over to the jail, Mr. Glen4.387,
24
3790
Taft has shown that he ii great later, and tell N'tiorhees to hurry
3874 enough not to be
3796
2S
11
president if a prin- guards Isere to protect EDP Helen,
:864 ciple is involved. In not one
27
3805
se
Instance piens to the military post and give
2871 can It be said that the has played
28
3808
31
poll. the alarm. Tell them tbiesoldiers must
3873 tics in his official acts. In his
3796
29
speeches come at once..3813 and in his conduct he has
Se
3788
"IIold our" said Gienister. -There's
been ever
3822 the patriot. He Is a man
41
.379
14
marked by no use of doing that-the wires are
16
3766
cut; and I won't notify Vourbees-he
destiny.
.
1613410
Total
can fake care of himself. I canoe to
help you, and if you want to escape
Average for January, 1108....3829
TH10 CZARINAS NERVES.
you'll stop talkinrand hurry Op." '
Personally appeared before me. this
Those
ladies, who consider the "I don't know what to do," said Stillrebruary 9d, 1908, R. D. afacMillen,
presence of children and mice suffi- man, torn by terror and indecision.
business manager of The Sun, who
cient cause for nervous disorders, will "You wouldn't bunt an old man, would
allirms that the above statement of
appreciate the unhappy mental state you? Wait! I'll be down in a minIke circulation of The Sun for the
of the czarina, living under conditions ute."
amonth of January, 1908, is true to
described in the following dispatch:
lie *rambled up the steirs, tripping
the best of his knowledge and belief.
"Word has reached the French on his robe, seemingly fargettIng hIs
My commission expires January
capital of the discovery by the em- niece till she called up to bins sharply:
10th, 1912.
"Stop. Uncle Arthur! You mustn't
press of Russia of a terrorist earning
PETER PURYEAR,
In the czarevitcles bed, stating the run away." She ateotLerect and deterNotary Public.
czar and czarevitch have been sen- mined. "Yon wouldn't do that, would
you? This is our house. -Yaw mem
tenced to death. Secret pollee agents
Daily Thought.
found a network of electric wires. inGod denies us nothing, but with a genio.us4y concealed
and connected
design to give us something better.- with 17 powerful
bombs, placed at
Adams.
distant points. in MS palace. A sin
gle operator would have been able to
The village of Cohokia, III., which bitow up the entire palace. The dish still existing under a charter grant- covery of the plot it is said, has
ed by Louis XIV. of France, has gone greatly frightened the czar.
He is
Into the hands of a receiver. Anyone again in an exceedingly
nervous
could anticipate nothing less than state. It is now generally credited
batikruptcy for a town, whose local that there are several revolutionists
politicians never considered it worth among the servants in the palace."
their while to have its charter tinkered.

gbe tabucab %un.

A lazy Liver

The Spoilers.

lay be only a tired 'Rai., or a starved
Jiver. It would be a stupid as well as
savage thing to beat a weary or starved
man because he lagged in Lis suit. bu
its treau.ig the laggiog, torpid liver it In
a great tootake toiabh it with strung
drastic drugs. A torpid liver is but an
iodic:stem Of an 1111-noureert4. eisieettled
body whose organs are weary with OM
work. Start with the stomach madam.'
organs of digestion and nutrition. Put
Sham in working order and. see how
euichly your liver mi. become. active.
Dr. Metros's Geldeu aledical 4tieruvery
, marvelous
hes made men)
if "liver
trouble" by its wonderful
tool of the
Gnomes of digestion and nutrition. It restores the normal activity of the stomach,
Incresses the secretions of the blood-making glands, cleanses the system from poisonous accumulations, and so relieves the
liver of the burdens imposed upon ii by
the defection of other organs.
It you bays bitterer bad taste In the morn&Ws appetite. coated tongue,
hag poor or
or irrtgular bowels,
tipa
foul breath.
pondent. frequent
feel weak, steal tired,
•small of back.•
beralaches.pain r dist
t in stemacti.
wnawing or du
"risings*. is
perhaps nausea.
srinpions
throat after eating, and kin
et1.of weak stomach and torpid II
Eine will relieve you more jsziptlx.0
tor ?irreg.
oulf/DADyaNaal
very
mint* only
en DI ice]
•part of the above siQCatell bin be Dosses*
St one thee and yet point to torpid liver or
taliousnem and weak stomach. Avoid MI
hot bread and Macults, middle rakes and
other indigestible food and iti-kfilbe'Golach
Medical Discovery" regularly and stick to its
Me until you are vigorous and strong.
The "Dtseovery• in non-secret. non-ainobolie. Is•aircerie extract of native medicinal roots wee• full Ins of Its Infrinslicnts
printed on each bottle-wrapper and attested
under oath. Its iogreditnts are endenied
and extolled by the most eminent niedi.al
writers of the age and are reeteinueedtx1 to
Sim the diseases for which It is advised.
Don't seeept a stibstatitto of unknown
lomposition for this tiara-secret itattactsa
eff meows Ottal.PUSITIOS.
"Thank yoi fiir your good intentions." she said, "but we bate dons
nothing to run away from. We will
get reedy to meet these cowards. You
had better go or they will find you
here."
"She moved up the stairs and, taking
the judge by the arm, led him with
her. Of a sudden she had assumed
control of the situation unfalteringly.
and both men felt the impoesibillty of
thwarting her. Pausing at the top,
she turned and looked down.
"We are grateful for your efforts
just the same. Good night."
"Oh, I'm not going.' said the young
man. eqf you stick, I'll do the same."
He matte the rounds of the first Boor
rooms, locking doers and windows. As
a place of Aefeuse it waa hopeless, and
be saw that he would have to make his
stand upstairs. Wbeu rifficient time
had elapsed, he called up to Hales:
"May I come?"
"Tee." she replied. Se he ascended,
to find Stillman In the ball, bait
clothed and cowering, while by the
light from the front chamber be saw
her finishing bet' toilet.
"Won't you come with me? It's our
lest chalice." She only sat* her
bead. "Well, then, put out the ligfit.
I'll stand at that (rent window, and
when my eyes get used to the darkness
be able to see them before,* the,
reach the gate."
She dki as directed, taking her place
beside him at the opening, while the
judge crept in and sat upon the bed,
heavy -breathier-the-early -witted- is
the room. The two young people staved
so (-loge to each other that lisp swect
scent of her person awoke hi hint an
almost irresistible longtog. Ile Com t
her treachery
forgot that oihi'
was another's. ft reet all save that he
ved-ber Sian mid 14eirw4.--willa a-love
which was like an agony to him. Her
shoulder brushed hls nun; he heard Me
*oft rustlina of her garment at hebreast as 'she breathed. Nome one
passed In the street and she laid a
hand upon him fearfully. It was veto
(-MIL very tiny end very soft, but he
made no more to take It. The momenta dragged skong, still. tenow. Mier
minable. tesaisionally she kenosl toward ban: and he stooped to (-etch her
whispered words. At Mich times Leo.
breath beat warm ugeinst his ebeek.
and be closed his teeth stubbornly.
Out In the night s wolf dos saddened
the air, then came the
of others
wrangling and snare* in a nearby
corral. 'This Is a chldklees mod and
no cock crow break/ the midnight
peeve. The suspense enhanced tin.
judge's perturbation tiff his'chatterine
aun ded like castanets. Now and
teet
then be groaned.
(Cleathseell Is next leswa)

IRS. MARY HAGAR

Wife of Weil Known Electrician
Pee.% Away-4'1 N111141P4(en( 4 liras.
- Wonutn.

Ws. Mary R. Hager, IS Yearsold,
died at 1 o'clock this morning of
jaundice at her home, 1214) South
Sixth street. Mrs. Hagar Is survived
y her husband, Mr. Lemuel Hagar.
electrician for Foreman Bros., and
two daughters. She was a member
of the Broadway Methodist chureh
and had been a resident of Paducah
for 15 years. The funeral will be
held tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
The burial will be in Oak Grove cemetery.
'

"Just dress and come with me."
sent tbe law and the dignity of the
government. You mustoet fear k mob
of ruffians. We will stay beta and
meet them, of course."Good Lord'!" said Glenister. "That's
madness! These Wet, aren't ruffians.
They are the best retirees of Nome
You don't Minx that this is Alask.t
and that they have sworn to wipe out
McNamara'. gang. .couse along."

!Final Week

INSURANCE ADJUSTORS
NETTLING CANNING CASE
Adjustors from insurance comof our
panies, having insurance on the Paducah Canning factory, that was destroyed by fire several weeks ago, settled tbe losses wite the owners this
afternoon.
were.
The adjustors
Messrs. David (eldwell, J. King anci
John Young. Insurance amounting
to about $12,000 was carried on the
building and machinery which wLs
valued at about $16,000. Mr. Jesse.
Well, general manager of the company, this morning said It was uncertain what would be done. Nothing
definite has been decided about reObserve, too, how the Taft victory building, and a decision may not be
We close our great clearwas won. First, the senator ruffle& reached for some time.
/woe sales with this week, so
his neck feathers and crowed defiance
Blackmailer Punished.
to the national achninIstralien
He
this is your last opportunity
London, Feb. 13.-Carl Ludwig von
'would contest the champin.hip OE
to buy any suit or overcoat,
Veltheitn
was
21)
seateneed
years
to
Ole Ohio barnyard with the Washingformer prices $35.00 mak
ton coop. lie had employed the name imprisonment for attempting to black.mail Sol Joel. The charge 'crew out
tactics with Meek Hanna. secured uni down, for
of all alleged attempt of Joel and othopposed return to the senate and
eV% to kidesp Oom Paul Kruger, presnapresentation in the atsee organiseident of the Beer republic.
title. But this time he failed. Secretary Taft refused to enter into enlDearted but still showing evidence
ace@ with the senator. He mid he
man$ years' usefulness and efficient
'would not oppose Foraker„ If the peoMIME=V
serviee, • tattered form was discovple wanted him; hut sOinei of Taft's
ered on the river bank this morning
Meads opposed Foraker and Taft with all ribs
broken and with wet and
'would not undertake to trade bhp bedraggled
covering of black silk
• friend, They were at liberty to sop- The shattered
form was permitted to
port Taft and Foraker both, or sup- itay-id the position into virbkh
It had
port Tilt and fight Foraker, or do fallen for hours, althougt rivermen
'whatever they desired.
and sttamboat gamesmen; climbed tie.
It looked like suicide, becalms. Taft levee against the wind
Nobody tele.
bad gone Into Ohio and defeated the phoned for the ambulance or patrol
oincinnati Republican machine by de- wagon or for a physician. No cry
memoirs's( Bow ('ox, and everybody came from the shattered form sit it
hrow roe would knife him. Then a lay huddled in the gutter, for it was
AIS o 41
.
DR.OADWAY
strange thing happened; Cox ea- oak an umbrella that had been torn
r on need for Taft, and frankty Mated finer the hands of its possessor as he
aliir7a15t7iabliiiAtteavEs
s
that there wasn't any use In trvine hurried dcrwu the bank to catch a
to down him with the people. About bait.
.
rusline.41

CLEARANCE
SALES

YOU"DON'T HAVE TO WATT
livery dale makes roe feelbetter. Lae-Po
keeps your whole (asides right. Sold cm th•
mosey-beck Mae everywome. Prime be emits

I

$13.95

1.1

RIVER N

/
I

the office by the finder:
LOST Ladies' gold watch and fob. Initials
M. M. on outside case and owner's name inside.
Return to this office and receive reward.
•

oral-Uhe Sun Want Ads Bring Results
ae..•

the ice to flow out of the Oti o.
The Joe Fowler was the Dvansvillet
Packet today and the kicopting to-.
Morrow.
The -Clyde will leavb for the Tennessee river and Waterloo about 7'
o'clock this evening witii-a good trip
of freight.
. The Pavonis arrived from the TenShe got
nessee yesterday with ties
away today for the Cumberland ater
another tow of ties.-'
The Henrietta ie-doe out of the
Tennessee with, a- tow of Om.
The Mary Anderson in -hitedee-ilow
boiler sheets put in. On her het trip
she had "bag boilere.- It. will be.
several days betOre the Anderson can:
go out.
The Dick Fowler bad a good tXh,

Ifietf#11:f
r

M11~1111
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FINAL CLEAN-UP SALE
Men's and Young
Men's

TROUSERS
At Less Than Hall
Their Actual Value

D

URING this sale you will

have an opportunitythe like of which is unpreee•
dented-to buy at lens than
half their former selling price
our entire line of Men's and
Young Men's Odd and Faucy
Trousers.
Not more than one pair of
a size to each customer, and

Item No. I

eimeimeisaimaiseleeiseemeiseal
11417 Stages.
Cairo
341.6
9.4
Chattanooga
Cincinnati
23.5
Evaneville -.
288
Floreace
• 11.0
Johnsonville
11.4
Louisville
0.0
Mt. Carmel 15.6
Nashville '
23.7
Pittsburg
3.4
St. I..ouls
..... 4.4
Mt Vernon--..
28.7
Paducah
28.0

41.9 rim.
41,4) Ot
5.8 fall
0.8 fall
.0.5 ries,
2.5 rise
fall
On
0.0 toed
0.5 fall
0.3 rise
0.3 rise
1.6 fall
1.0 rise

River stage
0 feet at 7 o'clock
this nrorning, a rise of 1 foot since
yesterday morning. The Ohio
la
clear of Ices the rain last night lane
it, and the Obto river boats are returning their regular trips.
1 The Sprain...white has been tied up
below the 111(. 1 0.' With a tow of ik
barges, kit 111.4 night at midnight
with her tow for Louisville.
The W. W. O'SZell gilf leave hate
this evening with her low Of 35
barges for 1xei Ovine. •fly• bee been
for
lied ttP In the Tomato
• .4-. 7'
4' "'

1$10.90 1l

0•

The lollowing ad-appeared ,in Monday's Sun,
and at 5 o'clock that day the watch was returned to

positively no goods charged
or exchanged.

E ACT QUICKLY!

Odd Lots

ONE INSERTION OF A WANT AD IN
THE SUN FINDS A LOST WATCH

fir

It is unfortunate that just at this
time, when Senator Knox is writing
employers' liability bilis and Taft is
talking on the beauties of unionism
labor troubles should break out at DIM OF JAIJNI1ARIC AT BOMB ON
SOUTH NM.
Fairbanks. Alaska.

•

•

ato

taiL

iiot only is the Taft triumph in
Ohio, the native state of the secretary of war, a triumph of the people
over politicians: but it is a vindication of principles, and a victory for
the one man, who_lvas been conspicuously marked.fouldeughter by dire
influences in the republic for more
than a year.
Observe how Taft has been treated,
as compared with the way he has
treated other candidates for the
presidency. in New York, Roosevelt
and Cortelyou's borne, Secretary Taft
himself warned his friends not to interfere with the Indorsement of Governor Hughes. In Indiana. an adjoining state, Secretary Taft's friends
have scrupulously avoided interference with Vice- President Fairbanks'
home
delegation,
R111)01101
the
strength of Taft and of Senator
Beveridge in Indiana might have split
the delegation. Illinois is left to Joe
Cannon and Pennsylvania to Senator
Knox; and, significanry, all these
other candidates refrain from interfering with one another.
Yet, In Ohio, we find Senator Foraker, the most out and out reaction.
cry of all, fighting Taft to the end.
with no hope other than dacrediting
the secretary of war by apparent opposition at home, and arraying against
him such federal and state officials as
owe their positions to senatorial influence.

F flier till' 12.

aunee of over 400 pairs if men's
Cheviot, camirnere and striped
worsted Trousers- Pants that
sold up to 65.00. Your pick of
the lot for

Notice to Subscribers
Subscribers are cautioned not to be alarmed or coerced
by the false reports now being circulated, All Are
/dawns and police calls are 51.111aMitted promptly to
the departments.

•

4

East Tennessee,.Telephone Co.
- -whiell-weee-bei44--at llaweeville fur ilea :ise they were
Iii IDIICCV001/12 the Gertrude,' the Ju
delle and the Gazelle. He was born
at flaweaville. August 27, 1833. Unlit
-ago he had- been engaged
conetent4 on the river for sixty years.
During the ear he was in charge ad
the sale of coal ito steamboats at
Hawesville
: and In that potation
11111 -1111111-y'aeTr ring experiences.
pta.n Ahablre's father, grandfather amid
eel)Wel were river men and loot their
lives on the river, the father in a
steamboat accident, and the grandfather by being murdered white maklog a flatboat trip to New Orleans
about le20. The eon loot his life at
Owenaboro on April 14, tettle In the
capsizing of. the /4outita•re Boy, ii. a
storm,"

.Cairo
l'h.. F,,..;an is due from the mince
with a big tow of coal for the West
Kent tacky Coal company.
The Lythr-not-in frout-Joppa--last
ii ght and left for lb.' Tennessee today after tics..
The litemell Lord get 'away Ibis
, morning for the Tennessee after a
row-of--tiLm-for the Af-•4----s- TAwd- Tie
company.
The Enos Taylor arrived from lopPa Yestnrdsy and left this morning
for Carean-Itowk after a tow of ties
fur Joppa.
The Georgia law will leave Memphis Saturday for Cincinnati and will
art if,. here Monday afternoon.
The(leorlte Cowling is making two
trips daily between Metropolis and
leiducah with good paseengee and
(IMAM Forernata.
lodge, business.
The Ohio at Evansville and' Mi.
Ste I. C. tug Utak. Archibald has Verge. will continue falling during
beeu lit off the ways after having a the neat 20; hours. At Paducah and
g.•neral repairing. Two Ayer.0 Lord Cairo will cenPnue rising fee throe
barges and I/DC West K. ritucky barge days. A weer of between 31 and 'i2
were Jekyll on the marine way, for feet is indicated for Osiro on 'flier..
day.
repairs.
Cade.. John Rollins, of the Mules
The Tennessee from Florence to
Turner. halite to be out of the River- the mouth, sill continue rising -174
side hospital after a ten'days' Meese. several dam, maithinit the I/100d Plage,
An Owensboro dispatch says: "Cap- --2 I feet--at Johneentille.
tain Josh Abshire, a well known
Thy Illasissippi at Chester, no masteamboat man, is lying at the Pnlat terial change for 24 hours. From Cape
of death at his home at Cannelton. Girardeau to Cairo, will cogitate..
Ind., and his death may occur at any riving for 26 hour,.
time. For thirty years he has been
Note: (Mester reports !lett floatin charge of a passenger Ind freight ing Ice At Calm, there is sons light
boat running between Cannelton and ice In the Ohio, but none in the Miff Owensboro. In this way be wore out stssIppl.

Item No. 2
Choice of over 500 pairs of men's
and young men's striped worsted, cheviot and oasalmere
Troilleers-Panta that sold up to
$7.50. Your pick e the lot for

$365
Item No.3
Choice of over n5 pain of men's
and young men's fine inoxoted
silk awl wool stripea worsted
Trousers-- Pants that mold up to
$10 00. Your pick of the lot for

$4,15

W. P. Paxton,
Peasklest.

N. Body,
Oasklar•

P Paryear,
Aseistaat Cashier,
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C. Meyer,
Materiels
To
Visitors.
Judge Reed annouueed at the dome
Eleventh street.
Mr. end Mts. I
Cos belt, :t3
512 S1LOADWAY
Mrs. C. G. Kelly. 904 South Third of the steelon of eireult court today
ii entertale four street. is ill of trite
North Ninth street
that he would again call the equity
•
tebles of guts it ot 11141,11. ill, ripv,i
Col--Ithobard-laitherlarni, it..11.1.-iee. il_eciee_1_1.3401111eY_Ilkerning and Abitilled
From neighboring 443W114 came to Paducah toon Monday eveninft ,n honor of diet this evening for lees Angeles. eel :on ti a
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n rtnhe
itoto
reesesnett. de
h t:e4r
Twhiel
fluntley and Palmer's Dinner
guest.
house
Idle Hall* iticlunend a visit to his daughter.
gdoet•oketbwe
avail themselves of the exceedingly fine bargains in
4
Biscuit, per pound
.......
of Clinton, -Kee and of the Misses
Mr. Charles Splihnan, who ha, been for the defferent deyeand the attorThomas, of Athens, Ga., the guests-er gat Martineville, Ind.. alms. 4.:11% in Heys were warned that they must be
We are making an unusually low price on these - Mrs. William F. Bradshaw. Jr. Th 'January umeer treatment fel a s. one _ready for tral or have their affidavits
Informal Invitations are limited to the Rawl( of theumathim, has returned asking continuance ready and file
famous imported biscuits for a few days only.
unmarried wet.
home. Mr. Spillman Is slightly bene- them promptly when the-cases are
fited but will go to Hot teereige for called.
They are the greatest values ever offered.
Pleasant. fewial Omani°. a,
further t reaement.
Judge Reed handed down a decision
Peterson's Swedish Nlilkwafers
Mee Kate Le.urnbaugh is etitertain
The Rev. M. E. Dodd, pastor of the this
granting absulute diPeople stand in wonder as they look at thr article?
per can
.....
ing the Newell society- of the Broad First Baptist church,' returned laet vorce to Linnie Little from
her husway Methodist ceitirrh this afterteset night from Murray. where he deliv- band, Willis Little.
This biscuit is an ideal delicacy (or afternoon teas. at her home, 4417 North Seventh ered an address yesterday.
A judgment and order of sale was
Wrest. It Is a social meeting of the
Mr. Mark Wymond, chief engineer entered In the case of R. Jellarber,
for invalids or convalescents, and is highly recom- *sucle'ty.
for the Paducah Northern railroad, administrator, against heirs and crede.
mended by physicians.
left-last night for Chicago, accompa- itors of Ed Ware, deceased.
Carpi. Dieni flub.
Is the frequent question induced by the great
nied by Mrs. Wyniond. He will reMiss Anna Harlan was hoettem to
The
Griffith
.
Case.
turn in a few days.
surprising values when seen by the people.
the .(3stepe Diem club lam evening at
.Columbla Eikaldjneg
Ce
The latest development in the setCaptain William Js. Reed _went to
her home on South _Fourth street. I
Princeton this afternoon after accept- tlement of the W. Y. Griffith estate
was a delightful occasion. The Valrecruits from Sergeant C. A. and involving the contested will of
entine idea was prettily carried out in ing
Blake at the local recreating station. Mrs. Alma Griffith is a suit filed by
the house decoration*, the tallier: and
Rev. George W. Bank; Spoke last
Jr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Butler, of M. E. Gilbert, administrator of the
other features!. The fine prize for the
tiight at Little's chapel upon the same
St.
Louis, arrived last night on a visit estate of W. Y. GriMth, asking the
girls was won by Mee Mar* Itoth:
question and. was heard lay a Large
to
And Hart will continue to benefit the trade
Butler's parents, Mr. and Mae court to order the estate into the
Mr.
the lone hand 1141Se went to NI:i4e; Anhands of the master commissioner for
audience.
A. Butler, :126 Clements street.
dre Taylor..n11 gins Thigksa.
-each-week. A_ visitor was_ hear0-1141Ve__
.
Gilbert nay% lam Ali
Mr. E. ii' Haley, of lderray, wav
--The buildlne committee of the
consolation lariat.. The
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% "Three Jenks Building" met last oft reciered the
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last
night.
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boys
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saved my railroad fare both ways and days exBloadway. Phone 1106.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kane return- Dr. B. B. Griffith', as administrator of
night and (heeded. to let the contract
'Moiler for tames; Mr. Gus
the estate•of Mrs. Griffith or the guar-Fume for real estate agents for at once for a walkway to be built of Mr. John
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this
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to
'Memphis
at
home
penses, U will C me again.
betray. lone hued. and Mr. John .31u1sale at this office.
Morning, after visiting friends in the dkor of her children, although he was
concrete from the pavement td the hereon. consoketion.
-Mr. H. C. Helens has left the entrance of the building. Artificial
city, while on their return trip from spirointed as such by the county court
city for a few months, and I have ac- stone steps will alsti be built. A comDetroit, Miele, where Me. Kane at. after the will naming Gilbert as adEagice*
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at
Dance
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quired an Interest la his Wieners aefl mittee wee
a national meeting of brick- ministrator and guardian had beet reteu&el
also appointed to let the
enterwill
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Some of the young
Waal! look after it for him. Any Ise contract for painting - the interior in
layers.
representing the Memphis jected. it is said that several credittain with a dance on Wedneeday eveors have claim*. against the estate of
formation with reference to any the
ugion.
lodge rooms.
ning at the Eagles' ball, Broadway
braneh of It will receive prompt atMr. George Thompson will arrive W. Y. Griffith, and an order is asked
-The regular weekly meeting of and Sixth street.
tention 17 you will call up The Sun the
Monday' from Oklahoma City. -Okla., requiring all to fettle through that
W. C. T. U. will be held tomoroffice. Both peones 358. E. .1. Paxa short business trip to the city. suit. A motion will be niade Monday
on
row afternoon in the lecture room of
Surprise Pastor.
ton.
Thenspeon and his family recent- by attorneys representing the_ Griffith
Mr.
the leinit Botts% church.
'
Menibers of the congregation of the
heirs to have Gilbert removed as ad-City subscribers to the Daily
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moved
ly
-The Junior Warden Missionary F:rst Baptist church gave the Rev.
• 4
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Mieti Sarah Weeks -aud Miss Cuth- penetrator of the estate of W. Y.
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ment ' of domestic
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and a pleasant evening was event with avenue.
FOR RE?-.'T--Most desirable sixphones 131.
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room cottage. Bath and all nsodern
-We can give you the finest carwith
work
new
his
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take
fourth to his daughter, Helen Fels
by the members of the church as gifts Boston to
improvements. Apply to C. J. Kiger,
riages.in the city for wedding, ball
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and the (tinkle room was filltd with the Stone & Webster comPany.. He Rubel. Mt
312 &meg Fifth street.
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Into an the talented-musisal
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leave Lisbon shortly for Cantina, where' band. Louis Rubel, are made evecvincludes:
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schools,
t'ity
437. F. Levin.
Interesting one. The first order of
samplee.Phones :118.
Character Sketches- -3drs. ,H. S he will piss several months. Cintra is tort; of the estate without bond. The
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--Carriage Work of all kinds. business .14 a3 the election of the 20 Wells.
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14 mile* from Lisbon and has a royal will bears date of February 21, 1801,
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BUY YOUR COAL of e. m. Cagle. corporation, to take position on road
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The chamber of deputies will reas- Oscar Kahn.
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would
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Vocal solo-la) "1 Love You Wiad. MNOWN COLORKD MAN
Harrison. Millie Fauntleroy, Edward
FOR SALE---liousehold furniture
Oysters. belle or In btie114. $tell ilk, required V) directors. Jere Lindsey Truly," (Carrie.l. Bonds). (b) "Love
ENTERS 1INTO IAING HEST. Sntith. W. H. Smith, Mamie Rawlings, and upright piano. Old phone 11119.
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Ferree.*
Mr.
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colored,
city market.
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and the children of Matt* Crostiland.
line Wings." James II Rogers)J. E. MORGAN horse simillSg,
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647 Brown, L., t lot, .
Odle, R. A.. 1 lat..RigElfieberier.(V W. Adlir. I
,.
..•
11.14 Clayton. M.. 1 lot,
-2144 66 Potts It. L 1. lot,
Iota,
ItET.11L CLERKS !WHET
1.47 the McChord bill.
t ts Crawford, 1 lot,
4 01 Price, Ben, 1 lot,
Raseell, G. W., 1.10C
15.66
OFFICIDifi AT 416.11tTING.
11.29 Fletcher. H , 1 lot
4.411 1Pleme, Zd 1 lot,
Roberts, W. P., l'tet,
715
Domi
or
ribeep.
1S49 Howell, Lira, 1 lot
11,44 Ingram, 14.14;I lot.
Smith, E. B.. 1 lot.
12.50
The Retail Clerks Union met last
Frankfort. Ky
Feb. 13.-Fraske
7.14 flarrte. I. 1 lot,
7.l1 Roark. .1. Y.. for wife, 1 lot...
Spore, J. M., 1 10t.
7.15 lin countt
farmers and sheep raisers night and elected Charlie Horton
5.44 t-40wv11. James, 1 lot
Sullivan. W. I. , 1 lot
4.40 Robertson MInnle 1 kat, ....
6.47made a showing before the hone. president; Satnoel Goodman,. vice
N43 Itottgoring, A., 16 lots. ..... 36•21 MeOlure. Fannie. 1 lot,
Smith, Tom, 1 lot, ..
3.36
7 a, feficKnight.
committee
12.24 Stone, S. J. 1 lot.
Strider. Iola. 1 lot,
on agriculture yeaterda* president: Jeme Thurman secretary.
6.44
James. 1
and Claude C. Baker. treasurer.
6.71 Cored Nelson. I lot, tot. •...• 12.82 afternoon in the parlors of the
Smolders, L. E., 1 lot
11:22 Solna. s. li., 1 lot,
Cain846 'Palmer, Carrie. 1 lot.
1,73 Sewell, J. D., 1 lot,
Steareason. Frank. 1 lot. ....
15.96 toi hotel, whoa they went before AO
16.79
Sanderson, ft, 8., 1 lot, .... 14.00 Sullivast, 16,r6, sg, I leo , , ,
CABIL/hIll NATION
6.2-4 eommittee in a body sod urged that
Stoltb A Patterson, 1 to<
Certainly smashed • hole in the bee-11.39 Stead. II, 1 lot
Shoffman, S. 16., 1 lot.
4.71 Sailtk, 1. xi.. 1 lot,
8.67 the dog Mx law be not repealed.
Kansas,
rooms
but flatlands Horeor
8.28 Thompson, C., 1 ....
Trice. P. E.. 1 lot,
11.96 Sheppard. J. 1/., I lot
8.54
Representative Brooks, of Graves hound Syrup ha• smashed alt records
5.44 5Vhite. James, 1 lot,
Thomas. J. H., 1 lot, ....... 14.41 Thomaa. .1. E.. 1 lot, ....„_
as a cure for Coughs, Bronchitis. In10.00 county.
and Perri laall ebainPloawl fluenza and all Pulmonary inseams
- 01.6 Thomas ft. M. 1 hat
6.91 'Yuma& Tom. 2 lots
Vougttt Mae. 1 lot,
15.66
R-, Horton. Kansas. writers. "I
the repealing act, urging that' such a T.
8.65
Vougat, Clarence, 1 lot, .... 1•Ail) W4Ilistros. (3. W., 1 140....have never found a met:Wine that
Clailgooll--Distaiet 4.
6.71 iVilllams, Maggie eats*, i lot 17.63
Vandrum. N. J.. 1 lot.
privilege tax should not be imposed would curs a rough so quickly as Bel8.55
__#.66 Wicks. Jessie, 1 lot, ..,...._ _ 9.0 Adams,. C., 1 iqt,
VIOL. Akie Annie, 1 lot,
upon the dog. They urged that the lity0's Horehound Syrup. 1 have used
7.16
It tor years.6.86 Walbert. James estate, 1 lot:. 11.1.1 Baker, C.Tfifor wife, clot.
Whist, Mn. H1 L., 1 lot,
poor man who has a lot of dogs * gold by J. If. Oehlilehtneget. Lang pros
Bennett.
8,55
C.,
1
lot,
Vteaser,
Geo.
1
lot,
12.72
Welthers, J. P., 1 lot,
6./1
sad
C. 0. Ripley.
unab:e
to pay such an ahilesittneht on
10.68
7.24 Brides. le, I )9t14
6.02 Werner, Wallaco, 1 lot
NrIllson, Mrs. Ausale. 1 lot, ..
6.47 each one and a severe hardahip is
0.111 DeR, W.. 1 lot
Williams, 1'. J., 1 Idt,
7:16 Washbors Mrs. C. O., 1 lot, .
Are you very superstitious"
4101111MIPW
5.27 worked thereby
6.71 Carter. J , 1 lot,
AVesks. Amanda. 1 lot,
P.44 Wright, H. C. 1 lot,
"Very "
8.15
Mr. Noel asserted that the sheep
wethersou, W. W., 1 let, ...
11.1111 WIlleon, Rozie, 1 lot,
1.10 Thompson. J., 1 lot, ... „...
-Would you object to tieing married
Daniels, L., 1 lot.
8.56 troKers needed
Wlloos, A. L., 1 lot.
6.11
Whleo--Distrert IS
greaection and that on Friday?
Danlapr H., Ye lot,
5..1 If. they were
Whitte--Mbedel. S.
„not given It in such a
Bloodworth, A. 1. 1 lot, ....
9.98 Evans. C., 1 lot,
9.27
"Not if Ecklay. sults your renter
Allen, Daley. 1 lot, .,..
-• 14.71 Turner. Mrs. M..,'
515 acres,.. 87.72
6.79 law they would be drives out of the niebee."-Cleveland Plato Dealer.
Adam+, B. L., 1 lot, ..,
12.12 Abrams, Mn. Lillie 652 acres, 73.44 Eacrirage. G. M., 1 lot,
state.
Fletcher. John, 16 aeon
7.14
•
".' Burger, Louis. 1 kg,
11.3. Turner. Hal (heirs) 81 acres.
13,9.5 Glover, W. Ifs, 1 lot,
8.66
Brake. J. II., 1 lot;.
4.79 Chanapoa, Wm .
Dr Quatlt -"Two &wog Of bosh
1 acre.....
6.71 Glover. W. K. for (1. W. Smith
ALL Tee Wtss•L.D
Cote, Emile,. 1 lot,
100.44 Esser, Peter,
noes
man's nerve took, If, as you say,
Is
a
ease,
and
2 Scree, ....• 11.11
Reliarer.
1
Snow
Lintlot.
3.74 Ment plays
Champion, J. W., 1 lot,
4.44 Pokier. W C.,
a moat
part It you feel ill run down."
3 acres,
6.69 ohms. A., 1 lot,
6.43 has no superior forprominent
Craig, Sam. I lot.
18.46. Glean, G. W.. 1 lot,
Rheumatism.
All Kinds of hauling. Second
stiff
5.71 Grey. F.. 1 lot,
Patient- "But I wasn't run down
7.1'6 Joints, cots, sprains, and all pains. Fiuy
('reason. Claude. 1 kik
11.44 *tugboat, John
•
It,
try
A., 2 lots* „
it
7.71
and
you
wilt
Grime., H., 110t,
always nee it. by business, but by auto!"-.Judge
6.67
and Washington Street..
Ellis, Miss(bra, 1 IA. .-11...10 Beishatide, W.
Anybody
Ikas need Millard** Snore.
S.. 1 kit.
16.00 Howell, H. 1 lot,
•
7.16 Liniment who
Fialier Lola, 1 10t,
3.94 Hughes,
se a proof of what ft does.
, 2•40 acres, s. 30.1141 Hellos, LeS, I lot,.,
6.71 Buy a trial bottle. 25n. SOc and $1 00.
Graves, 0. W.4 A. B. Iloi, • 13.95 Mathews, E.
A.. 1 lot
5.44 Bodeen's. 1 lot.
8.55 Sold by J. H. Oelltsiettlanger, Lang Bros.
Praoer, Mary. .1., 1 lot
9.45 Stirett,
acres
II
,
S
4.149
J.
1.lot...-4.01 and C. o. Ripley.
1.041,
••
Greif, LIM, 1 lot,
31.0*
Both Phones 499.
Feoutherland, E W.. 2 lots, .4 16 37 Johns, 0.. 1 lot.
6.47
Gotnn, J. C.,'1 10t,
4.01 gtnith Mrs Mattis,
1114
belt
not
to
try
!Sattee,
to
5.44
get
the
best
W-.-117,-;t4ot,
Jameer
4.91
Ilugtos, J., racres.
6.71
Smith, W. J.. 16 acres.
6.41 King, Chas., 1 lot,
6.00 Of your %est frfoods.
Harris, 3, 0., 1 lot
.
15.4C
Stringer,
Ifobt.,
1
4.113
kit,
8.65
Leoffon, 0. W., I lot
111.31 Snemwell,
If you have, you tare altooat
K, 35 titres.
4.73 McGill, Gee. 1 lot,
7.14 $teynold.'W. hf., 1 lot,
......
Monett, Mrs. Ada, I lot,
17.98 Sorer R. N.
104)6
acres,
6"57
certain to know
Melber.
Mandy,
1
lot'
6.16 Street Belle. 1 lot,
Meyers, Geo., 1- lot,
7.86 J Watson, James, 1 lot,
7.14 Nelson Robt. 1 lot
8.65 *Money Jame
, 2 lots.
.
Maybsify, Chas. 1 lot,
14.67 Wood.
7
15
Mrs. Boa, 49-seres....
61.4 Nelsou, D., 1 lot,
Mayer, C. G., I lot,
8.5,5 Smith, J. T. 3 lots.
11.39
6.47
Williams. Alonso. 1.1 as,..
.86 Puckett r W I lot,
8.83 Tandy, Page. 1 lot,
Marsha/I. Clara. I lot,
13.16
9.12
White--484otriM
11
Taller,
M.,
1
Perkins.
lot,
Martin, tad , 1 lot,
7.15
S . I lot.
14.26
10.4)0
Allen,
T.
W
Porter
lot,
Wright,
1
Stiller, Allce, 1 kit,
ION'
D.
I.,
4.41
J • 1 lot,
11.74
"candles made with
acres, 1
6.54
lot
35.26 Coteen Jorinie, 2 lots,
Minor, W J., 1 lot,
15.84 WIlllanut,
, 1 lot,
4,101
7.1-5
loving Lore."
Barker.
Ernest,
1
8.21
Nance, C L., 1 lot,
10t.
11.3t
Illimeat. 1 lot.
6.09
scree,
liarrIger.
42
M.
8..
3.98
Owes, Jessie. 1. let,
8 64
Colared--Ilbst Act 5.
Our Mr. tiilbeirt made a tiPe0.43
ovens. L. W.. 1 lot,
("emboli Joe A., 24 acres
6.43 Rachman, J. L., 3 Iota. ..
1.92
etal trto to Chia/matt for the
6.71
9 741 (lathe), J. A, 1 iot.
l'roass. Mrs- W. c.. I lot,
flieke. W. M.. 1 lot,
5.15
8.84
Phillips. J•oole L, 1 lot,
S 2, (Arrives, J. B., 14 areas.
purpose
irecobe. Jeff. 1 lot,
of
seedring tbe
7.15
9.98
Parryresa, C. H.. I lot,
16 7,7 Edward. John, 60 aces
Pascal. Mary, 1 lot.
ageucy
for these famous
Edward F., 900 acres,
18.49
Rolf, W C, 1 lot,
Spriggs, Jim, I lot.
6.53
sweets and it gives us great
6.43
Skinner, T. C., 2 lOta.
4
Woods, Tom, 1) acres,
10.06 Fleck. V., 7 acres. ...... • • •
7.15
Taylor, J. IA, 1 lot,
6.02
. 16 65 Flits, A. 1., 1 lot,
tioisred,--Diatert el.
pleasure to announce his sucVandermert, Chas, 1 let. .... 21.22 Hurls. Herbert. 1 let.
1411
Arnold, Altiett, 1 lot
6.53
*se. Hereafter yva can alwitsen, lbw elliloes. 1 104..... 33 81 Hayden. J. T., 6 acres.
6.71
Travis. Pete. 16 acres.
11.41
Watts. W.14. L.,- 1 lot,
,
7.14
11 39 Hoye. A. IL, 36 acres,
ways find a fresh supply of
Willingbam Chas. I lot,
5.71
AVoatheringion, Lulu, 1 lot.
6.11
5 44 Barris, A R., 1 lot.
Illolore6.-.11nir4et 7
these
deliciously toothsome
Roves, N. T , 2 Iota. .... A:- II 39
191600-.41Warkt 11.
Baton, James, 1 lot,
, 4.78
And
candies
at Gilbert's- and
34.43 Jones, S. 84. 44 acres.
36.64
. Amlereen, Kitty, 1 lot,
Dallayek. Mariam, 3 sorsa, r
7.15
Jones. Nara E.1 Iota,
Barrott, W. W., 1 lot, lil%
6.28
Diggs. Clare 1 lot.
6.71
ONLY
at
Gilber'e.
30.64 Key. Irvin I lot
acne.
5.e•4
74441
Ewell, Mary, 1 lot,
9 29 Mettler. mma. Joan, 74 acres,
17.64
Brocheit. Jae, 100 wee.
Fraseer, Henry, I Lot
7.11
Molasses Candy
4)41 Matbetty, James, 1% lOrell.
Collet. W. II, I /et,
6.33
Gorden, Fred, 1 jot,
1.04
4.0a Potts J. F 1' let,
CSI I VPrt, Mrs.. 1 lot,
6.41
Mixed Taffies
Hayes, Jos, 1 lot,
4.47
HI: Norte Jos., 28 acres,
, Gel/
Dna rU
leti ••••
9.77
Howe, Chao, 1 lot,
11.29
Woodland
Pryor,
Lis
Goodies.
W. L., 241 acres
Dewy, Frank 1 tot,
16.46
McGare, B. C., 21 acme,
7.11
11.14 R4107, 0- C., 74 Simla,
Meekly, C. P., 1,lot. ..
. 141.01
Presson, P.. 2 kits,
10.00
10c lo $2 a Box
8,74
Sanderson
J. (Heirs) 310 acres
4.74
Oardger & Gilbert, 37 gored..
8.54;
Heesolds Bros., 4 lots,
.84 Masons. W S., **ores, ....
Greg, Miss Augusta I lot. ..
8136
Macrons, Sand, 6$ sere.,
10.00
2
1
.24
Shelton.
t
S., 10'M•ree. ....
2 kits, ..
GIlbert.
4.72
fitearenson, A. & Maggie, 20
,71 Ake. E 1. 2 lets,
Grouse & Fisher I lot
8.28
acres,
6.58
COO
1.60
Of.
John
Mercantile
Co. 1 acre
9.70
;rose, I B , 2 iota.
6.71
Tandy. C., I acres
is,ns
Waite.
I..
H..
142
acres,
.6.0416Floadrick & 1611Ier. 1 Iota
19.06
(kitored--Dlotrict 8.
13,4 Williams. R. F., 14 titres.
6.84
Hays. W L, 2 acres.
Conley Heirs, 1 Wt.
3.36
2
Yarbrough,
E
5,
acres.
25
17.16
. Ben, 1 lot.
Edwards, W. W., 1 acres, • •
6.38
whge--1)&staist
7.
100. • • •
8.56
Frazew. W., )0 ease.
Rkbeet Plecoes Os. It.
kiloton. Mrs., attats, 61
- fled4011. visa Aatale, 1 lot. ..
Harrison, Joe. I MINH
11.1:
JobwOn, Heery, 1104
6.ti
1.01 •••••••••••••. NOW".
"11
Intowle.
4
•

CORD BILL

SHERIFF'S TAX SALE

14_14,000,000

FICAel Marlborough'

2

JOHN W. OGILVIE, S. M. C.

The

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY

.4.•

r
SAVE MONEY ON YOURIMAGAZINES

kfropilam,

it.-.1

4 31

4

•

•

,...-.-... aLitt

Ceniral Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis. Indiana.
Ttle

A

FOR KENT

U.

Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

INEIN4ERIIN NATIONAL BANK
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.

Warehouse for storage.

Have You Ever Been
Ii Cincinnati?

"MULLANE'S"

LOOK AT THE STAMP

rot
Quick Delivery
Full Weights and
HIGH GRADE

Earl_y Times

COAL ,

,

H,E.JOYNES

er

O ft

Jack Beam

Phone 479

Ail

.

No Clinkers

fiiibert'sDrogStore
4th and Broadway

WE'VE CUT Tilt PIKE.
TOO..

owes,

Bottled in Bond

Nine Years Old

,......,-r-........,....____

it

,

WKPDd1MY, F ElilitU AKY IS.

i
EDGAR W WIHTTEIGIIE AN IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT

gitUt IAD WS IIIATA It MI tr
or made te appear that
not to be enforced at
in stations
or classes of sta
because the
number of trate o
hAndied
email ap4 mere ii n need of
theretoing the iosce of es ]0)eit.

REAL ESTATE
AtENCY

Made Ity Interstate Commerce
Commissien.

7

Is fesesesded by Railroads—Goo, in
Effect Nlartit 4--Coentiiission
Ponerlese After Then.

SECOND DISTRICT
10',1":!),' MANY CASErOF
:
RHEUMATISM HERE

An Excel at Time.
The joint [nee ng of the Ladles'
Anxiliary Firem
of theillsatherinuode of Loti and ,Enginemen
comotive
with the regular members of those orders at flowers' hall last night was
one of the most successful those evesent ever had the piseeure of atteading, the ladies having la their meets
shout, 200 engineumm and their
friends.
The splendid literary program rened by the'ladoes epsi clatidren W
dieble aPtieeetated_ by the large
:rowd, and those prepared were
forced to respond to encores. The
program as carried out was as foillow.:
• -The Prayer of Forest Brown"—
ifford Barbie,
-Joe, the 'Ostler," and "Magpie"—
*re. West.
"The New Church Organ"- -Ethel
Burble.
"Fishy. Fishy in the Birook"—Little Willie Fryer.
"Spelling in the Nursery"---Ruth
•
Steagoatillt.
"Whistling In Heaven"—Mrs. liar-

POSTMASTER:4 AI X A PV011 NT
AFTER MANY MYRT1114.
•
I.

A 'fixture Which Makes
Weep irUter Oui
and Waste.
TItY

IT

ONOM

the

ANYWAY

.••••••••••111,

Kentucky's thweristie is iniportaet
Figure at \addled Capital—
Ooes to New York.

ENT

Ti4E CITY NATIONAL Ii1A141(
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
UNITED.STATEN DE11-081TORN.
capital. Stimplas and Coda
-vickid Private
As00,000 00
Fieteriaolders Responsibility ;a.,....200,000 00
Total Responsibility to Depositors
00.00,000 00
S. B. HUGHES, Prvekletat. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN. Viee President.
J. C. UTTERBACK. Cashier. C. E RICH.UIRKON, Amt. Cashier.
TNTSIRMIST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTOR4.,
st-TA
.
J. L. FRIED..
A. fro wpm
S. B. HUGHES, A.'10FLEIL
1I
ERBACK, DR J. G. BROOKS, BRACK OWEN.
MAN.J. C. U

Washington, rgt). 12s—The presiat sent to the sew*: the following
Kentucky postoffice appointments:
Will P. Scott, Dawson Springs.
Charlet)
Robinson. Earilngiton;
John W. iiireathitt, tiopkinaville;
Lizzie Vauvel, Morganfleld; Jams-s
W. Thomason, Uniontown, William
J. Manley, Lagrange

All medical autherities are agreed
that the blood is lobe groat were* ot
disease or of health in the human sysFREE
tem. If the blood is pure, the indiREAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Waddington, Feb. 12.—An importvidual Is strong ad healtky, If the
Call. Seed or Trleplioat for it.
You get handsome, well
ant aeaouncenuent, was made, be die
Abete
blood is impese or dlesaield
appointed carriages
Interstate commerce coni minion reIs sickness or decay in the whole sye
Printer.
Kentuckian for Public
when I serve ye u We
specting.its attitude toward the retem.
give. promt personal atRepresentatives Langley, Edwards
FRATERNITY BLDG. quest recently made by railroads that
noes.835.
,Rheutuatiani is strictly a blood dis- and
,
tention
at all tiasell.
• . •: .
..
Aiatietial Conajnit*eMait John. W.
the so eaiied nine-hoar law, a law reease. It is (who'd by excessive uric Yerkes were
house
toPADUCAH, KY.
at
the
white
lating to the etnpkrynnent of train disHARRY
ANDERSON,
PHONE
915
acid
Sores, pimples, etc., mean bad
day to recommend to tile president
patchers, telegraph operators and towblopd. Catarrhal elections remit be
the appointment of Mite *hanks, of
commisv
er men, be suspended by the
treated through the blood to get per- Richmond, Ey., for public printer to
•
skin until such timer as the Law could
manent results. To get well, to fee: succeed the
deposed
Mr.
Fitiiiinge
be- amended to meet the desires of all
strong, hearty and vigorous one mutt The
president vas too.? hums to Ice
IIIMOVIED TO THIRD AID
codeerned.
have good clean blood and lots of It., them and they will call
again. Mr.
licarrrtroxY.
'
You can't clean the -blood thqroughly Shanks. the
The commission holds In brief that
applicant for public
time
erteud
the
to
authority
active.
no
made
It
has
unless
are
the
kidneys
,plakAlsksuas, ,maiatt wee_lcaP
nrintegi_ was faraway _csanecieg with
clpgged;-ittagrek the goverament
suspend olevata or tat law •Tffeh*1611 m/s
123 South 400find.
'Two Little Kittens"—Elsie Reinsprinting slice and
- eat limp Meek a apeabillp. et
cases
in
dr
particular
cue
cept En a
kidneys and liver, which causes, too, was removed by
ter.
Mr. Stillings for in- Is now open in new quarters.
0p6 day Ina
and
been
held
which a hearing has
Papa Is. Sick"—Finis such symptoms as backache, nervous- subordination.
"When
rind cause shown for the extension Thomas'.
ness bladder and urinary difficulties
ascertain who the tobacco belonged
asked The lee goes into effect ideoch
"The Fireman' Mrs. T L. Roe- and other sympathetic troubles.
Gov. Willson at the White House.
KILLTHE COUCH
to or any facts about the reported
4th next
Here is a simple home remedy and
der,
Governor WillsOn, of KentuCky, ar- hoed-up.• A gentleman from Paris,
.Tite esideuiesion expresisaa the opinAND CURE ma LUNGS
L. Roeder also delighted the tke recipe for making K is as follows: rived in
Mr.
T.
Washington this morning. however, stated that he met a driver
110MI0POLIII, ILL.
ion that •gootl cause few extension is audience with a comic recitation and
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half
and with Justice Harlan, of tan BaitMonday
mornthe
wagons
cue
of
mace;
composition.
Eamon,
one
ounce;
Compound
own
monologue of his
ed States supreme court, was it visitor ing, who related to him that he and
After the recitations the ladies Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
D. A. Dailey, Prow
WITH
at the white house early in the day the other drivers were diet on the
served refreshments and the remain- minces. Shake well in a bottle and
and
spent
some
time
with
the
prest
men
and
armed
about
twenty
by
road
der of the evening was spent In so- take in teaspoOnful doses after each
Newer' and beet hotel in the 41r.
meal and again at bed time. The in- dent. The Louisville surveyorship, compelled to turn back under threats
cial session and dancing, music bet
Wow 02.00.
Two large saagple
WHison
Goyernor
says,
was
not
of
under
violence.
orbliestra.
gredients can be obtained at any good
furnished by the
moms. Bath rooma Electric
and
Jusdiscussion.
The
governor
7,4
s
senr
rt"gra
Haughan,
Master Our Builder M. T.
prescription pharmacy et small.cost.
sots. Free
•
New Curfew Ordinance.
the Nall cearnilly located Road b
Central shops. ato is
Here the readers of this paper hare_ tice liarlau during the afternoon
!Pp ALL THROATIOUBLES.
passed by flottarese forbiddlna railroad of the Illinois
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 12.—Another Le rtes.
operators Working more Mai nine
the hospital with a threatened at- a simple yet powerful and effect'se came to the capitol and, were Admitat
0 U A RA N TEED
ted to the floors of the -house end curfew °Nit:lance wet; passed at the COMMERCIAL reTaonaas sp.
day, tuts created deulaad fog about
tio M,•re telegraph operators thee cart nate be tack of pneumonia, is resting easy to- remedy for all forms of blood. kidney
IONNT RKTITETDICD.
I
nate, where the governor met many session of the city council in place of
the
physicians
are
of
rall•
the
rompanies
have
cut
day
and
and bladder diseases lit!, h shou
sceurwL Railroad
ltacgTED.
road scree into Telegrapb y Department'. of opindon that he will escape pneumonia,. relieve rheumatism and catarrhal af- f the Republican leaders. Justice the one which was repealed a week or
prohibits
perone
new
The
ago.
Harlan
so
gave
a
dianeeto
judiciary
the
A telegram came to Mr. Baughan yes- fections and replace that weak, worn•
the streets or
terday, soniouacing that, his brother out indifferent feelieg with strength, In honor of Goversor Willson, and to- sons from walking On
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
morrow night Governor Willson will sidewalks between. the hours of 11:21)
Practical Business
was thought to be dying at his home vigor and health.
CAIRO LINE.
he the guest of honor at a dinner to p. m. and 4 o'clock a. m. The formTor booklet. ...Why learn Tele ant phyr In Maryland of the game disease.
10
from
hours
,eau orsalmis no. 1.[inmate,n, Pre*. at 4
the
er
one
limited
be
given
by
Justice
of
the
Mr.Kenna,
George Gardner, the colored switch
(Incorporated.)
PADUCAH-314 Broadway.
supreme court. The governor is en o'clock.
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For these two days we are going to have a genuine Remnant
Sale, devoting all our floor and counter,space to the displays of remnants---remnants from all departments, remnants from everything we carry.
The accumulation of the recent silk sale, white goods sale, clean sweep sale and the
general accumulations from the past two month's selling.
.*

•
•

111

This means more remnants than you have ever seen before---good, clean remnants, goods just as desirable as
they were the day they were bought. Remnants are like all small things---in the way, so we shall can them
.
.
out. This is your opportunity to get what you want and need at at saving.
.
.*
.*
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ONE DAY ONLY.-- THURSDAY
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DON'T BE ODD!

LAGERWAHL WINS
Buy a quick meal
Range. Sold in this
city for more than
twenty years without
one dissatisfied customer.

•
4E

L. W. tiENNEBERGER CO.
IMICC3RPORATIED
"Tilt.: I If ilik+tP (If

424 ROADWAY
422,

.11

410,46
,

Quality"
119711 PIONES 176

1111AKE,4 Vitt'It !WUXI* OF RINK
IN ONK MINUTE FLAT.

Large reread Witneuused Roller iiiket.
hag Race Lome NNW se Ow
Rink

Maudec lAgervrahl won the race
al the rink last night milking four
lape in one minute flat, from John
4roolni and James Shelton. I•Afror
ph) bad the 'race cinched after ire
r•• nor n$CT was made. ifbelton list
his feet and fell, on the first rotund
and %rooks fell on the third round. A
large crowd witneseted the rare and
mote of those preaent were satisfied
with the rewult. In last ,_t•Leilert racethree rounds were made in II second.
hy "Peithly" /nark. but laws Misfit all
record., were broken. Ingerwahl 'tasking four men+u iii one minute, the
diet/Mice la about one-third of a mile
There well be more reeleg next Seturdar ehItt.

•

40
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'I was tired and nerves' from
waking around down town daring
the morning. and nervous too about
my wedding, although I cannot say
why' I was lying down la the back
sitting room, all alone, about 4 o'clock
"One ceremony was performed I suppoae, when the door was thrown
-1.e'heri the Rev. E. B. Ramey. of
Butler came in.
Memphis. formeely
pastor of tile about fieecinek at the benne of Dan open and Harris
was
surprhed.
for
I had twit seen hint
the
home
of
nrxt
to
('.
Newton,
door
Broadway Methodist church of PaduAt this time and place recently, and more surprised when he
cah united in merrlage Joseph I. the girl.
1'1 IITP rapidly to where I
was and
Rolfes to Miss Elizabeth Shipp Satur- Harris .Butler claims that he marriece
placed his hand over my mouth.
day night in Memetbis, he did not Miss Bbipp In the presence of Mr. and
"He said I must MaTy him or he
dream of the sensational episode thi. Mrs. Newton and others.
would kill me. I struggled up anti
young couple had experienced before
-At 9 o'clock the cecood ceremony from
that time I don't know what
seeking his services. It has. since ;was performed by Rev. E. B. Ramsey.
happened until I seemed, to come_ to.
warlady
was
yoting
_Ogyeastouoheing
devektped VIA
,the grOOOL on this
ded a few boil:re previous to another Joseph E. Rolfes, and the ceremony sell -sale Mr. and Mrs. .Dae Desstoa
Is the room, and they and Mr. BlItret
man and In speaking of the affair the taking place at the home of Mrs. M.
told me I was married.
Memphis Appeal in its Sunday's issue J. Mitchell, his grandmother, with
"1 tuay have fainted, but I have
in pert says: .
*horn he and his sisters live.
Sot the slightest reoollection of seeing
"Whose WHO is Elizabeth Nannie
"The licevee authorizing the mare_ *ay- other pet-son 111--the--room, and f
Shipp!
riage of J. E. Rolfes and Mee Diza- know that I d.d not say a word, or
"14he wou:d -very much like tofind beth M. Shipp was secured before the consent in any way to the
ceremony
out.
oflice of the county court clerk 'camel" that Ahey claim was performed
and I
"So would Joseph D. Bales ana at soon and obtained by Mr. Rolfes do not think tbey did Peelle perform
Harris Butler. both of whom claim to In person. Miss Shipp accompanied one.
.
have been legally married to Mies hfm to get the !terrier. The Rerun,
"About ani•heetr orewo later (heard
authorizing the marriage of Harris
Shipp yesterday.
June talking in the front room. Thee
Butler and Miss g!isabeth Nannle
bud kit me In the back room all the
obtaitied
o'clock
was
about
in
Shipp
4
•`•••
tilneuand when I tried to ecream. Mr.
the afternoon. come -four hours after
TUB BIG
$ALE
Butler kept his hand over my mouth
the °ace closed under the rule to
Po I couldn't.
141114. GOING ON
close at I•2 o'clock Saturdays. This
"Afterward, when the rest went to
license was secured by Dan C. Newetipper and were not watching me. I
AT
ton. at whose home the marriage beslipped out of the back door "
tween Mr. Butler and Mize Shipp wee
After making her escape sh., entne.'
solemnized.
her real sweetheart In a noq),.,
"A *tore almost stranger thee fic- of the town and she was marred t,
tion is that told by the young lady Rev. Rameey to Rolfes, wilom sl,
SHOINID OTRICHT
•!
herself.
says she will not le-ave as he s he.
husband
- The matter has not been settled
yet anti is attracting considerable at•
Icntion by all who have heard anti
teed of the errs story. it now seems
that her parents were in for their
daughter marrying Butler. The matter will probably be settled In court
The girl is 19 years old and is said
fo be exceedingly beautrful.
_•
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‘learaxte dale Prices
Vantinue All Week

•-•*,

We want you to be well acquainted
with our Suit fkpartment, so for this
reason we are going to give this very remarkable $15.00. Suit Sale. These suits
are all new spring advanced styles direct
from the tailors, and have not been in
the house a week. The lot contains
black, blue, ,brown, tan aqd mixed
Panamas; fancy light stripes, striped
Novita cloth and other good materials
and designs; att:silk cir satin riatt well
trimmed and perfectly tailored. There
is not a suit that is not worth $20, and
some are worth $wicfe what' we are ask-ing for them. We can safeiy say you will
not see any more stylish or better made
suits this season at any price. -Remember there is a choice,,so come early.
The pick of the lot only

$15.00

II
1

$20.00 and $22.50 Saito,,.

$1 5

No Old Stocks, All Brand New
......w.•••••••••••,•••••••••••••••..W.
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